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Abstract

EVALUATING DATA MINING APPROACHES FOR THE
INTERPRETATION OF LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-MASS

SPECTROMETRY
Daniel Addison

A dissertation submitted to the University of Manchester
for the degree of Master of Science, 2013

Over the past three years quality assurance activities have been performed by Com-
pound Management UK on AstraZeneca’s compound collection using an in-house vi-
sualisation and reviewing system. These activities involve the structural identification
and purity evaluation of small molecule research compounds using a combined liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) method. The results of LC-MS analysis
provide a pass/fail characterisation for each sample analysed, with low quality samples
being removed from the primary screening subset or from the compound collection al-
together.

Whilst some post-analysis interpretation of LC-MS data has been automated, the
majority (66%) required manual review by an experienced technician. The data gen-
erated from the current process offers an opportunity to apply data mining techniques
to accurately identify LC-MS analytical results as pass or fail, and therefore minimise
the number of analyses that require review by a domain expert.

Following the Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) process, a number of su-
pervised learning approaches are investigated, including Naı̈ve Bayes, Decision Tree

induction (DT), Random Forests (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural

Nets (NN). Model complexity, tree pruning and cost-sensitive classification are also
investigated.
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Experiments using the WEKA software platform found all classification models
(with the exception of ZeroOne) performed with high accuracy, with F-measure values
ranging from 0.949 (Decision Stump) to 1 (Random Forest). Random Forests made
the most accurate predictions, with F-measures of 0.999 for a 5 tree ensemble and 1
for 10, 20 and 50 tree ensembles.

The implementation of Random Forests in Pipeline Pilot did not perform as accu-
rately as the WEKA models, but was considered due to the ability to generate con-
fidence statistics on each prediction. The 10 tree ensemble using this software was
found to increase the number of analyses that would not require review from 33.8%
using the existing system to 63.6% using a threshold of 90% confidence in predictions.
Recommendations on how this method could be incorporated into the existing LC-MS
workflow management system as discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) coupled with Mass Spectrometry
(MS) has long been established as a technique to provide structure elucidation and
purity determination of large libraries of research compounds. It is essential that accu-
rate information about the structure and purity of research compounds is established.
This allows structure-activity relationships observed during screening to be correctly
attributed to the target compound and not to impurities, degradants or the presence of
an unknown substance. Increased pressure within the pharmaceutical industry to min-
imise the time taken to discover and develop new drugs has focused efforts on quality
assurance by increasing instrument utilisation and throughput and therefore reducing
the cycle time of sample analyses. Success in this area of research has meant that
the rate-limiting steps are now data processing, storage and interpretation of analytical
data.

Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) activities undertaken by the
UK Compound Management (CM) group within AstraZeneca are characterised by a
high throughput of several thousand analyses per week. A semi-automated system
has been developed within CM that greatly increases the efficiency with which these
data can be interpreted and is capable of automatically passing compounds that are
confirmed as the correct mass and are found to be above a purity threshold. The func-
tion used to automatically pass analyses is a conservative one testing five features of
the data before a pass is confirmed. As a result, many of the analyses still require
a manual review stage, which is time-consuming, manual and experience-dependent,
hence costly. The total number of analyses included in this project is 350,153 of which

13



14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

231,160 were reviewed by a domain expert. Given an approximate time for each re-
view of 1 minute, a total of 3,853 hours were spent reviewing these results.

Any data analysis capable of increasing the ability to confirm the results as a pass

(optimising the current method of confirming a pass) or fail (introducing a new classi-
fication to the existing system) would be prima facie of value here. By automating both
ends of the validation spectrum the actual number of analyses that require a manual re-
view stage should be reduced, therefore improving the effectiveness and efficiency and
reducing costs, whilst retaining the quality of the data generated on collection quality.

The classification models in this project were trained using data that was annotated
by expert LC-MS technicians. As such, it is not expected that the number of correct
classifications will be improved by using a data mining approach but rather the aim is
to automate reviews that would otherwise have been performed manually.

1.2 Aims

The aim of this project is to assess data mining approaches for the interpretation of
LC-MS analysis of screening compounds. Supervised learning approaches will be
investigated with the aim of learning value-adding knowledge about the quality of
AstraZeneca’s compound collection. Supervised learning involves the classification of
data according to a label, in this case a pass or fail result for LC-MS analysis. This
class is said to supervise the learning which, if successful, will generate a classification
model capable of accurately predicting the class outcome of future LC-MS analyses
using the values of the other attributes. This would reduce the number of analyses that
require manual reviewing by a specialist technician.

In-house software is currently in place that automatically flags the results of an
analysis as passed if a number of criteria are satisfied, such as purity as detected by ul-
traviolet (UV) absorbance and spectral purity detected by MS. Due to the conservative
approach currently in place, only approximately 33% of analyses have been automat-
ically flagged as passed. The remaining analyses are provisionally passed or failed
by the system and are subsequently reviewed manually to confirm the result. Over
80% of manual reviews confirm the pass/fail status suggested by the system. How-
ever, occasionally a manual inspection of the data results in the reviewer overwriting
the suggested classification. This can be due to anomalies in peak integration by the
LC-MS instrument software, chemical instability in the solvent used, errors in molec-
ular weight determination due to pre-charged compounds or instrument errors during
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processing. It is hypothesised that patterns may exist in the data that could allow such
results to be identified and that this knowledge may be derivable via supervised learn-
ing methods. As such, an attempt will be made, using the Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) process and in particular data mining techniques, to construct clas-
sification models which allow such results to be automatically identified.

1.3 Objectives

The objectives of this project are:

1. Copy data from the operational LC-MS database developed within CM to a de-
velopment environment to allow preparation of training/test data sets to be used
in data mining assessments.

2. Assess supervised learning methods, including simple Classification Rules, De-

cision Trees (DT), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks (NN) and
ensemble techniques, to produce a classification model that will accurately pre-
dict LC-MS analyses as passed or failed.

3. Use these classification models to optimise the current system of automatically
passing high quality LC-MS results and introduce an additional system of auto-
matically failing LC-MS results, thereby reducing the overall number of analyses
that require a manual review.

1.4 Contributions of this Project

This project was undertaken to improve the efficiency of quality assurance activities
performed by Compound Management UK, AstraZeneca. The large set of analytical
data gathered from three years of LC-MS activities, much of which has been anno-
tated and verified by domain experts, provided an opportunity to apply data mining
techniques to ‘learn’ what features of the data contribute to the pass or fail outcome
of an analysis. By encoding this expert knowledge into a learner model, the number
of future analyses that require review could be significantly reduced. The data from
the operational LC-MS database was extracted, cleaned and used to create training/test
data sets to be used to construct and evaluate various classification models. A diverse
set of models was selected, representing the range of algorithm types that have been
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shown to be effective in this domain. The training/test data sets were cleaned to remove
erroneous data and stratified to ensure that the various outcomes of analysis were in
the same proportions as the entire data set, to avoid overfitting a particular outcome.
Models were constructed using the WEKA software suite and assessed using a range
of metrics including precision, recall and ROC area and by a comparison of ROC
curves. Each model was evaluated first as a cost-insensitive classifier and again using
MetaCost to apply cost-sensitivity. Various methods of pruning were also investigated.
Variable importance analysis was done using the chi-squared measure.

The experiments performed using WEKA showed that the Random Forest per-
formed with the highest accuracy, with the 50 tree ensemble making no misclassifica-
tions on the test data used. A Random Forest model was also built using Pipeline Pilot,
which is the desired platform as it is already used extensively in the current LC-MS
system. Confidence statistics on predictions made by this model showed that using a
confidence threshold of 90%, the number of reviews that would not require manual
review was increased from 59,497 to 111,806 or from 33.8% to 63.6%, a reduction of
52,309 analyses or 29.8%.

1.5 Structure of the Dissertation

The structure of the dissertation is organised into the following chapters:

• Chapter 2 begins with an introduction to drug discovery activities within the
pharmaceutical industry. The emergence of various analytical techniques are
discussed, focusing on Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS).
A brief overview is provided on the application of these techniques to the drug
discovery process followed by detailed information on the LC-MS activities cur-
rently performed by CM UK, AstraZeneca. Further background information
is given on how data mining processes have been applied in the field of LC-MS
analysis. This chapter is intended to provide an overview of the domain in which
this dissertation was undertaken.

• Chapter 3 looks in detail at the Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) process
utilised in this dissertation. An examination of the various methods of data min-
ing are provided, along with the techniques used for evaluation of the various
classification models produced.
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• Chapter 4 contains the results of the experimental work on pruning methods,
evaluation of various data mining algorithms, the effect of cost-sensitive classi-
fication and the results of experimental work on variable importance.

• Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the results and conclusions drawn. Informa-
tion on the opportunities for increased automation of LC-MS interpretation is
provided, with an assessment of the potential impact in terms of cost-savings.
Opportunities for further work are also considered.



Chapter 2

Application Background

This chapter provides background information on the drug discovery process and the
use therein of various analytical techniques. Particular focus is given to Liquid Chroma-
tography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) and the application of this method to the do-
main studied in this project, quality assurance activities by Compound Management
UK, AstraZeneca (CM). The current workflow for LC-MS activities and the system
for data storage and interpretation developed by CM is described in detail. The chap-
ter concludes with a discussion of how data mining methods have been applied to the
interpretation of analytical data within the pharmaceutical industry.

2.1 The Drug Discovery Process

The pharmaceutical industry has for decades sought to discover new drugs for the
treatment of human diseases. The drug development ‘pipelines’ of pharmaceutical
companies are populated with potential medicines to treat all major therapeutic areas
such as oncology, neurology, gastro-intestinal and cardio-vascular. Huge investments
in pharmaceutical R&D have fuelled a number of paradigm shifts in the nature of
drug discovery, all of which have aimed to increase the efficiency with which new
drugs are discovered whilst maintaining or even reducing costs [GA03]. The most
transformative of the recent trends in drug discovery have been the development of
high-throughput technologies, multiple parallel synthesis, informatics, computational
chemistry and miniaturisation [KYO03]. In the environment that these technologies
have created, speed, efficiency and quality are key. Quality of materials, of data and in
decision-making are all of critical importance. If a drug project is ultimately headed
for failure vast amounts of money and resources can be saved by recognising this as

18
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early as possible.
The modern drug discovery process follows a well-established sequence of identi-

fying, optimising and developing research compounds that target molecular pathways
with a causal role in disease [KYO03]. The process often begins with a high through-
put screening (HTS) campaign where thousands, sometimes millions of compounds are
screened, and results in a single candidate drug entering human clinical trials [GA03],
[Kor05]. A pharmaceutical company’s compound collection is therefore a major asset,
to the extent that it is sometimes referred to as the “crown jewels”. It is by exploiting
this reservoir of chemical entities that pharmacologically active structures are discov-
ered, which may ultimately lead to the introduction of new healthcare products and
treatments.

2.2 Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-
MS)

As the size of compound collections has increased, so too has the need for rapid an-
alytical methods of quality assurance. A number of techniques have been developed
to achieve this, including (but not limited to) Liquid Chromatography (LC) and Mass
Spectrometry (MS) [Süß99] [KCW01] [KYO03], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
[DVMWK99] and charged aerosol detection (CAD) [SG09] [CS09]. A common re-
quirement for many of these methods is that they can be integrated into workflows
characterised by highly automated systems capable of high throughputs. As instru-
mentation has become more sophisticated with the introduction of automated com-
pound storage [Yat03] and nano-litre dispensing, so too have the demands on data han-
dling and interpretation. The use of reference databases and data mining techniques
to cope with the deluge of information generated by these highly automated systems
is of growing importance, with manual forms of probing data becoming increasingly
impractical [FPSS96].

Ideally, an analytical detection method would be available which would show a
proportionate response and high sensitivity to compounds irrespective of structure so
that compound identity and purity measurements could be gathered with ease [CS09].
In reality, none of the aforementioned techniques used independently provide such a
universal method of analysis. For example, although many drug-like compounds con-
tain structural characteristics that show strong ultraviolet (UV) absorbance, some con-
taminants may be invisible in the UV wavelength typically examined (220-300 nm).
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By contrast, other contaminants could have much higher absorbance and thus pro-
vide misleading results [CS09]. Other analytical methods also show similar structure-
dependent strengths and weaknesses. For decades, analytical techniques used for qual-
ity assurance within the pharmaceutical industry have therefore often been combined
[Swe02], typically MS combined with a chromatographic method. Early examples
from the 1960s, 70s and 80s involve the combination of Gas Chromatography and
Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) [GV03] but since then many other disparate techniques
have been used in combination. The diversity of these techniques reflect numerous and
varied applications within the drug discovery process, with each hyphenated technique
combining different strengths into powerful, high speed analytical processes. Appli-
cations include drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) both in vitro and in
vivo, analysis of degradations, metabolite identification and pharmacokinetic profiling.
More recently, one of the most prominent of these hyphenation techniques to emerge
has been LC-MS.

High Performance Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (HPLC-MS) is now
established as the method of choice for structural characterisation of small molecule
libraries due to the combination of the high resolving power of HPLC and the supe-
rior mass detection capability of MS [CPL07], [KCW01]. Unlike gas chromatogra-
phy, HPLC is compatible with almost all drug-like compounds without the need for
derivatisation prior to analysis and avoids some of the problems with other analytical
techniques; infrared spectroscopy is not sufficiently specific and NMR suffers from
lower throughputs and sensitivity limitations [Shi01]. Comparisons made between
MS and UV detection have shown that some library compounds are only detectable
in one or the other detection mode so exclusive use of only one of these methods
may be insufficient for reliable library characterisation [Süß99]. Furthermore, UV
detection can generate information on compound purity and so a UV detector to gen-
erate LC/UV chromatograms is commonly incorporated into HPLC-MS workflows
[CPL07], [Kor05].

2.2.1 Applications of LC-MS in Drug Discovery

Mallis et al 2002 [MSKW02] have described how an open-access HPLC-MS system
based on a single quadrupole mass spectrometer has been used for aiding medicinal
chemists as part of new drug discovery. Other systems have been developed that in-
corporate an automated purification step, where software-controlled fraction collectors
are triggered when the expected MS signals of the compound of interest are detected
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[IXC02]. This allowed the development of a highly automated system which included
sample handling, analysis, purification and compound reformatting, through to final
submission of the reformatted plates. The system also generated electronic files re-
quired for automated compound registration. With this system one scientist was able
to completely process a 15-plate library in 11 days [IXC02]. Other studies have also
highlighted how analytical processes have been accelerated by computer-controlled
automation, both in characterisation/purification of compounds from combinatorial li-
braries and outputs from drug metabolism/pharmacokinetic (DMPK) studies [PS01].

2.2.1.1 Drug Metabolism and Pharmacokinetics (DMPK)

DMPK is another area of drug development that has seen a strong focus on LC-MS
analytical techniques. Once a lead compound has been identified from an HTS cam-
paign, a second stage of screening begins, the aim of which is to explore the chemical
properties of the compound, for example solubility, permeability and chemical sta-
bility. DMPK studies reveal the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion
(ADME) properties of lead compounds as well as various other pharmacokinetic prop-
erties [Kor05]. Particular focus has been given to these activities as inadequate ADME
properties are responsible for a large proportion of drug candidates failing to reach the
market. DMPK studies have therefore been shifted as early as possible in the drug
discovery process in order to ‘front-load’ drug portfolios with compounds that are
more likely to successfully negotiate the later, more expensive stages of development
[EB00]. This shift has produced an intensified demand on DMPK resources, which re-
quire more high-speed, high-throughput analytical techniques [PS01]. HPLC-MS has
been applied to meet these requirements and has been able to do so due to the rapid
and robust nature of these methods and the opportunities for integration and automa-
tion that they provide.

Many examples have been reported of highly automated LC-MS systems for DMPK
that are capable of running with high levels of automation. Korfmacher et al 1999
[KV99] described a parallel HPLC coupled with tandem MS (parallel LC-MS/MS)
where two HPLC systems were linked, with the combined eluent flowing into one MS
system capable of de-convoluting data to calculate results. Another study by Fung et al
2003 [FCL+03] showed how an HPLC-MS/MS system was used in a DMPK study of
the human colon adrenocarcinoma cell line (Caco-2), a common assay used to deter-
mine the permeability of a compound. The use of this system allowed 100 compounds
to be screened in a Caco-2 assay per week. Xu et al 2002 [XNJR02] have demonstrated
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a highly automated process for a metabolic stability study. The assay was performed
using an eight-probe auto-sampler and eight HPLC columns in a parallel mode and
was able to assay 240 samples per hour. Despite each sample producing multiple
results to construct a calibration curve, the system was able to evaluate 176 test com-
pounds per day. In order to maximise throughputs a data management system was
developed to automate post-analysis data handling. This tool was able to import result
files, de-convolute the eight channel result, generate stability plots for each compound
and create a summary report for the whole plate. The tool also performed validation
on each compound result and generated a flag for any compound with an incorrect sta-
bility trend, low MS signal, or broad chromatographic peak. This data processing tool
reduced the post-analysis data processing time from approximately one day per plate
to only a few minutes [XNJR02].

2.3 Quality Assurance by Compound Management (CM)

Recent years have seen major investments in CM activities ([WR11], [HBB+08])
which has accompanied a growth in size and diversity of compound collections [Shi01].
The synthesis of new chemical entities (NCE’s) has gone from a rate-limiting step to
a rate-setting one and associated downstream processes have had to undergo stepwise
improvements to keep pace. One such focus of a CM group is to carry out quality
assurance activities with regard to the compound collection. It is essential to the suc-
cess of the drug discovery pipeline that the compounds entering screening have had
the identity of the structure confirmed and that the sample is above a purity threshold.
Without these two checks, if a compound appears to be active in an assay it would not
be possible to rule out a situation where the activity detected is due to an unknown
impurity and not the compound being tested, or that the compound is active but is in
fact a different structure altogether. Both cases would lead to wasted effort, inaccu-
rate data and difficulties in establishing quality structure-activity relationships as the
project developed [Ken04].

Quality assurance activities by CM groups go beyond compound identification.
The stability of compounds stored as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solutions must be
monitored periodically as compounds may be stored for long periods of time, poten-
tially years. It may also be advantageous to provide ‘just-in-time’ analyses to support
secondary screening activities [CS09]. In all cases the requirements for this type of
analysis are characterised by speed and high-throughputs. In the absence of sufficient
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capacity to achieve this, organisations may be forced to analyse a statistically relevant
subset of samples prior to HTS screening and infer assumptions on the quality of the
wider compound collection from these results [DVMWK99].

2.4 LC-MS by Compound Management UK, AstraZeneca

The following section provides an overview of the LC-MS workflow used by CM UK
at AstraZeneca to perform compound identification and purity analysis. The basic
components of an MS system are an ionisation source, a mass analyser and a detector,
as shown in Figure 2.1. A description of the structure of the analytical data generated
by LC-MS is provided. A more detailed description of each technique is included in
Appendix A.

2.4.1 Structure of LC-MS Data

LC-MS systems perform separation via LC followed by MS analysis. Each chromato-
graphic peak is eluted (sequentially separated over time by chromatography) from the
LC column and diverted to the MS system for analysis [Kor05]. The results of an
analysis can be regarded as hierarchical in that there is analytical information provided
at the sample level (LC/UV/CAD chromatographic spectra) and MS spectra for each
peak separated by the chromatography. Pooling all these data allows structural iden-
tity (MS), purity (UV) and concentration (CAD) to be determined. When applied to
the task of structure identification and purity determination of small molecule com-
pound libraries, the desired results would show only one prominent peak in the UV
chromatogram with a high UV percentage purity (this would mean that there are no
contaminants detected which would show as additional peaks, and that a high purity
has been confirmed by UV detection). In addition, the MS spectra for the integrated
peak would show a high spectral purity in either the positive and/or negative ion modes,
depending on the acidic/basic characteristics of the compound. A high spectral purity
around the expected molecular weight (with either +1 mass unit (mu) increment for
protonated ions or -1 for de-protonated ions) would confirm the identity of the com-
pound. Other common adduct patterns may also be considered. A high number of
peaks in the MS spectra would indicate breakdown, fragmentation, contamination or
adduction of the compound. In other applications such as protein identification LC-
MS, many peaks will be integrated by LC, indicating a complex mixture of proteins or
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Figure 2.1: LC-MS Instrument Configuration

constituent peptides separated by the LC process.

2.4.2 Workflow for LC-MS Data Generation

LC-MS activities carried out by CM within AstraZeneca are characterised by a high
throughput of over 25,000 analyses per month. With such throughputs, large amounts
of analytical data are generated which create challenges regarding storage and inter-
pretation. These issues were somewhat addressed with the introduction of a semi-
automated system developed within CM that greatly increases the efficiency with which
data can be interpreted [CSA]. The system is capable of automatically passing com-
pounds that pass five measured criteria and are therefore confirmed as the correct mass
and above a purity threshold (85%). To avoid falsely passing incorrect or impure com-
pounds, this function currently has a very conservative configuration and as such, 60-
65% of analyses still require a manual review stage, which is time-consuming, manual
and experience-dependent.

The HPLC-MS strategy is designed primarily for mass determination and purity
measurements of DMSO solutions, with the addition of a CAD detector for concentra-
tion measurements [SG09]. The hardware configuration is shown in Figure 2.1.

Each analysis generates a report either as a .rpt file (Waters™) or a .asr file (Agi-
lent™). The data in these reports has been preprocessed by the LC-MS manufacturers’
software. Data is filtered out from the output file according to a configurable signal
to noise ratio. The system also performs peak integration on both the UV and CAD
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chromatograms, which are encoded in the report as x/y coordinates of percentage base
peak versus retention time. A full list of the attributes captured for each integrated
peak are provided in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Attributes recorded for each integrated peak detected by LC-MS analysis
Attribute name Description
Percent ES pos Spectral purity as the percentage of the expected molecular

weights (ESI positive ion mode)
Percent ES neg Spectral purity as percentage (ESI negative ion mode)
Percent AP pos Spectral purity as percentage (APCI positive ion mode)
Percent AP neg Spectral purity as percentage (APCI negative ion mode)
ESI Boolean flag to indicate that an ESI peak was detected
Retention time The time at which the peak was eluted during chromatographic

separation
Percent purity by
UV

Percent purity as determined by UV absorbance

UV peak height Height of the peak on the UV chromatogram
UV peak width Width of the peak on the UV chromatogram
CAD start/stop Start/stop times of peak integration in the CAD chromatogram
DAD start/stop Start/stop times of peak integration in the DAD chromatogram
CAD peak area Area of integrated peak as a percentage of total integrated area
CAD peak width Width of integrated peak in CAD chromatogram

Each integrated peak produces a set of four MS spectra, two for the positive and
two for the negative ion modes (one each for electrostatic spray ionisation and atmo-
spheric pressure chemical ionisation), which are encoded as x/y coordinates of percent-
age base peak versus mass. The peaks are compared with pre-defined adduct patterns
for the expected mass of the compound being tested. The adduct patterns are Mass
(M) +1 (compound plus proton) and M+23 (compound plus sodium ion) for the posi-
tive ion, and M-1 (compound minus proton) for the negative ion. Sodium adducts are
often encountered due to the solvent used in the HPLC being stored in glassware from
which sodium ions leach, and are therefore included when analysing results for a con-
firmed identification. The sodium adduct can also provide a useful secondary species
to confirm the protonated molecular ion.

The number of integrated peaks per sample for all analyses in the experimental
database are summarised in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Total number of peaks integrated in LC-MS analyses

2.4.3 Interpretation and Storage of LC-MS Data

HPLC-MS analyses are performed as part of a highly automated, high-throughput
workflow with an accompanying IS infrastructure summarised in Figure 2.3. The sys-
tem consists of three main components; a relational database to store data generated
by LC-MS activities; a set of web services implemented as Pipeline Pilot™(Pipeline
Pilot version 8.5.0.200, Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA) protocols to perform back-
end processing (initial record creation in the database, generation of run files to drive
the LC-MS instrumentation and extraction/uploading to the database of pertinent data
from analysis results); a web application used for workflow management, visualis-
ing and reviewing analytical data via an interactive graphical user interface, a simple
search engine and a report generation system (Appendix B).

Addressing problems of data storage and interpretation, this system allows perti-
nent information to be extracted from the report files generated by the LC-MS equip-
ment from both vendors. Although the data generated is in two different formats, the
extraction process allows the data to be converted into a standardised format before
being inserted into the database. Analytical data are integrated with data from the
global sample and compound database (for example sample identifiers, structural in-
formation, molecular weight) and from a global container inventory (plate barcode and
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A 96 or 384 well plate is created for analysis. 
Data for the plate is added to the database and new record ids are created for each well.
Run files to drive the LC-MS instruments are generated via a Pipeline Pilot protocol.
LCMS analysis is performed and output data generated by the instrumentation.
Pertinent data is extracted from the output data files via a Perl script executed within a Pipeline Pilot 
protocol. Extracted information is used to update the records in the database with the analysis results.
Analyses that are not automatically passed are reviewed manually via a web application.
Analyses are annotated and marked as passed or failed via an interactive graphical user interface.
Summary reports can be generated via the web application.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Figure 2.3: An overview of the current Compound Management LC-MS workflow
adapted from Charles et al 2013 [CSA]
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well position, creation date and source vessel from which the test well was created).
By using a set of customisable parameters, functions on the database are used to auto-
matically pass an analysis. Firstly, a “peak of interest” is selected from all the peaks
detected and integrated in the chromatographic data. Both manufacturers provide soft-
ware packages that attempt this peak selection using different strategies. The Agilent
system selects the first peak eluted where the expected mass is recognised. The Waters
system chooses the largest peak eluted. Neither of these strategies are satisfactory in
all situations so a more complex system has been developed (Appendix C).

Once the peak of interest has been identified an automatic pass function is applied,
which tests whether the expected mass has been detected and whether minimum quality
thresholds have been reached. A total of five parameters must be satisfied before a
sample is flagged as automatically passed (percent purity UV, UV peak height, UV
peak width, CAD area and spectral purity). If at least one of these values does not
reach a threshold then the analysis is flagged as requiring manual review. The percent
purity UV provides a value for purity and spectral purity confirms the identification
of the analyte, however these two measures alone are insufficient to pass the analysis
automatically. The other three values are considered as supporting evidence of purity
and identity and so only a pass on all five measures results in the auto-pass flag being
applied.

2.4.4 LC-MS Interactive Review Interface

A web application allows data from the database to be visualised, reviewed and an-
notated (Appendix B). The review system displays interactive chromatograms with
colour-coded peak identification, MS spectra for each peak and allows additional an-
notation by the user via the following fields:

• Compound confirmed - was the expected molecular weight present in the MS
spectra?

• Interpreted purity - allows the user to overwrite the purity if the reported purity
is incorrect

• Mass found - the molecular weight if the substance detected was not the expected
compound

• Comments - additional annotation such as “no peaks of interest” or “instrument
error”
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Figure 2.4: LC-MS manual review workflow adapted from Charles et al 2013 [CSA]

By entering values into these fields, the manual review process allows the user to
either confirm that the analysis has passed or failed in agreement with the classification
suggested by the system (confirmed pass/confirmed fail) or overwrite the suggested
classification. It also allows the user to mark the analysis as “no peaks of interest”
when a substance has been detected but does not match the expected compound, or
mark the analysis as unsuccessful. The review workflow and possible outcomes are
summarised in Figure 2.4. Examples of possible outcomes of the review process are
provided below.

2.4.4.1 Possible Outcome of the Review Process for LC-MS Data

A number of common outcomes from the review process are:

1. Analysis passes UV purity/spectral purity but fails another criteria. The system
suggests a pass label for this analysis but must be confirmed by the user once
other features of the results data have been examined. The pass status is con-
firmed via the review GUI.
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2. Analysis fails either UV purity or spectral purity. The user can confirm the
suggested fail status or overwrite to pass if the data reveals that for example,
the structure appears to be undetectable by UV absorbance. In this case a purity
value is entered in the interpreted purity field.

3. Sample structure incorrect. The resultant data may show a single substance de-
tected via LC-MS but one which is not the expected compound. This may be
due to errors by supply or process-related errors introduced during solubilisation
activities. In this case, the user enters the molecular weight of the compound
detected in the mass found field.

4. Chemical degradation or fragmentation. Some compounds may be unstable in
DMSO and may degrade into a number of chemical fragments, shown in the LC-
MS results as a number of integrated peaks which ‘share’ the UV absorption,
with all peaks having low percent purity by UV.

This system offers a number of advantages. The extraction and standardisation
of data means that the data storage and processing is independent of LC-MS instru-
mentation and so is future-proofed against the inevitable replacement or upgrade of
hardware that is likely to occur over the long storage period of the compound collec-
tion. As the database is structured around individual analyses rather than plates (as is
the case with most commercially available software) and stores a reference to the spe-
cific source vessels that created each analysis, it is possible to compare temporal trends
in chemical stability of compounds stored as DMSO solutions. It also means that any
historical data can be easily re-visualised, and ad-hoc clustering of sample results can
be performed to highlight either structure- or process-related trends in quality.

The main advantage of this system, however, is the ‘peak of interest’ function
and the ability to automatically pass an analysis, meaning that only those analyses
which fail the automatic pass criteria need to be reviewed manually. The system has
so far been used to process over 450,000 analyses. Of these, 147,195 (33%) have
been flagged as automatically passed and have therefore not required a manual review.
This is a considerable reduction in effort to process LC-MS data. However, more
than 295,000 analyses still required reviewing manually by CM staff. This presents an
opportunity to use a portion of the large dataset already generated as a training set, in
order to build learning models for classification.
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2.5 Applications of Data Mining in Drug Discovery

This section provides background information on the application of data mining ap-
proaches to various aspects of drug discovery. The use of reference databases is also
discussed.

Analytical techniques have had to keep pace with the increasing speed and high-
throughput environment of drug discovery research and therefore require high levels of
automation and integration to be successful [Süß99], [KCW01]. As these advances in
analytical instrumentation have developed, so too have the requirements for comput-
erised systems for post-analysis data management and interpretation. Chen et al 2007
note that “with thousands of spectra produced everyday, an effective instrument data
management system is essential to handle daily data storage and archiving, and organ-
ise the data for easy access by other researchers” [CPL07]. This view is supported
by Sumuth et al 1999 who suggest that meeting the high-throughput demands is only
conceivable by using “software-supported spectra interpretation” [Süß99]. One area
of research that is of growing importance to the interpretation of analytical data is the
use of data mining.

2.5.1 Decision Tree Induction to Support Drug Discovery Processes

A popular method for classification of LC-MS results is decision tree induction. The
basic process involves recursive partitioning of data into more homogenous subsets
by passing each record through a series of if-then rules arranged in a tree structure
[MT03]. A detailed description of various data mining algorithms, including decision
trees (DT) is included in Chapter 3. Applications of DT algorithms are increasingly
prevalent in pharmaceutical research and healthcare more widely. Structure-activity
relationships, hit identifications and disease diagnosis can all be facilitated by DT al-
gorithms. In the absence of recognised biomarkers, DT classifiers have been used to
help diagnose gastric cancer [SSQ+07] and premalignant pancreatic cancer [GW08].
Analytical techniques such as LC-MS produce rich datasets to which classification
models can be applied, particularly when the outcome of analysis is a binary decision
such as compound identity pass or fail, or a disease versus normal result. In many
cases, however, such a binary decision is an unrealistic oversimplification of reality
[AMBC04]. Instead, what is sometimes required is classification across a range of
outcomes, with varying degrees of confidence. There may be situations where the
outcome of structure identification is “beyond reasonable doubt”, “passed with 90%
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confidence”, “suspected pass but requires confirmation” and so on. Fuzzy classifi-
cation provides a formalisation of this concept and has been applied to MS data. For
example, McJunkin et al 2006 [MS06] developed a fuzzy logic inference engine which
allowed an operator’s attention to be drawn to questionable Fourier Transform MS data
of mineral phases of basalt. This method allowed volumes of data to be processed of
3,600 spectra per hour that would otherwise have required an operator to manually
review.

2.5.1.1 DT Induction in ‘Omics Cascade

Other examples exist in the literature of the application of DTs to the interpretation
of LC-MS data. Areas where there have been significant effort are the so called
“omics cascade”; genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics [DAa07].
Proteomics is the study of proteins within cells, and includes identification, modifi-
cation, quantification and localisation [YR09]. Successful application of MS to pro-
teomics is made possible by developments in soft ionisation techniques such as matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI) and electrospray ionisation (ESI) [YI00],
[YR09]. Soft ionisation techniques allow proteins and peptides to be ionised and there-
fore analysed without extensive degradation. MS is now the most versatile and com-
prehensive tool in large-scale proteomics and its prevalence has driven a number of de-
velopments in the use of both machine learning and protein identification by database
searching. Considerable effort has been dedicated to developing software to reduce the
time taken for post-analysis data interpretation and reporting [DVMWK99].

2.5.1.2 Reference Databases to Support Data Mining in ‘Omics Cascade

The importance of database searching of MS data to identify proteins or peptides is
another focus of recent research. Yates et al 1998 [YI98] found that when a pro-
tein is digested with a specific protease, the resulting collections of peptides, referred
to as the mass fingerprint, can be determined using MS techniques and the results
quickly identified using database searches. Several classification models have been
developed to filter out low quality experimental spectra before attempting to match
them in a theoretical spectra database such as SEQUEST [BGMY04], [Sun04]. Salmi
et al 2006 [SMF+06] generated a C4.5 decision tree and Random Forest decision tree
using WEKA [Wa05] to classify MS/MS spectra as good or bad in terms of the like-
lihood that a successful protein identification could be made. Sun et al 2004 [Sun04]
developed functions based on two rules of mass spectra validation (fragment ion peaks
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are clearly above the baseline and there is some continuity to the b or y ion series).
Most noisy spectra, false interpretations and about half of poor fragmentation false
positives were filtered out at low cost to true positives.

As the size of sequence databases has grown, so too has the speed and success
of experiments to use MS analysis to understand protein functions. Gygi et al 1999
[GHGa99] searched for MS spectra in a composite database of known protein se-
quences (OWL) and a database of expressed sequence tags (EST), which contained
approximately 250,000 proteins and 1.7 million small sequences respectively. By
searching against both these databases, protein identification was often achieved with
no human interpretation of MS data [GHGa99]. An algorithm for bacterial identifica-
tion using MALDI-MS with automated data extraction and analysis has been devel-
oped [JCSa00]. This study reported a 90% correct identification rate, suggesting that
their automated approach could potentially be used for accurate and reliable bacterial
identification.

ProSight PTM is an integrated web-based software and database suite constructed
for large scale proteomics [TKF+03]. The system has four main components; a database
retrieval algorithm, a protein database, a file/data manager and a project tracker. Probability-
based identifications using database searches were demonstrated. Other databases have
been designed for storing MS results. The developers of the SpecDB system noted that
MS data contains a large amount of information which makes it difficult to manage
as a flat text file. Rather than storing a path to the physical location of the MS data,
a loading interface was developed to extract data from text files, provide functionality
for preprocessing/standardisation of spectral data and load it to the database. This pro-
cess of data extraction and database storage is similar to the LC-MS system developed
by CM UK, AstraZeneca and described in Section 2.4.3. As with the CM system, the
approach used with SpecDB allowed a number of additional features such as historical
data on spectra manipulation to add a temporal dimension to the database. It also fea-
tured the ability to prepare spectral data files for different kinds of machine learning
tools such as WEKA [CV05].

2.5.1.3 Examples of Data Mining Approaches to Cancer Diagnosis

One area of research where machine learning algorithms have been successfully devel-
oped is cancer diagnosis from MS analysis. Early detection remains the most effective
way to reduce mortality and pattern analysis of MS spectra of blood samples is one
way this has been achieved. Biomarkers present at particular concentrations in blood
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samples, such as the prostate specific antigen (PSA), show different patterns in can-
cerous and healthy samples, which can be perceived in MS data by machine learning
algorithms [Sa06]. The study contributed to the ongoing effort to validate cancer de-
tection through protein expression profiling using surface-enhanced laser desorption
ionization (SELDI) and TOF-MS detection [Sa06]. Indeed, such data interpretation
without the use of machine learning approaches would be far more time-consuming
and labour intensive, and rely on human expertise [Sa06].

Markey et al 2003 [MT03] used a type of DT called classification and regression

tree model (CART) on MS data to diagnose lung cancer. They showed that this classi-
fication model could be constructed by placing normalised peak widths within specific
mass-to-charge ratio bins. The performance of the CART model was assessed using
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. This method allowed the trade-off
between sensitivity and selectivity of the classifier to be evaluated [MT03].

Other studies have examined the effectiveness of ensemble learning models, which
involve using a number of classification models in combination. These techniques are
less prone to problems associated with overfitting as the resulting models are less bi-
ased towards a particular training dataset. Wagner et al 2003 [WAF+03] considered
ensemble techniques with the aim of diagnosing ovarian cancer. A systematic com-
parison of various methods was made, the goal being to discover if it was possible to
predict cancer on the basis of peptide/protein intensities revealed by MALDI ionisation
coupled with Time of Flight (TOF) MS detection. The statistical methods examined
were linear discriminant analysis, quadratic discriminant analysis, k-nearest neigh-

bour classifier, bagging and boosting classification trees, SVM, and Random Forests

(RF) [WAF+03]. RF methods outperformed all others in the study, which also raised
the issues of data pre-processing, noise reduction and variable selection as additional
challenges faced when making diagnoses using MS data.

Support vector machine (SVM) classification combines linear modelling and instance-
based learning. SVM has several features that make it suitable to the classification of
LC-MS data, such as its robustness to redundant features and therefore lower impor-
tance on feature selection [Sa06]. Burbidge et al 2001 [BTBa01] applied a SVM to
structure-activity relationship data and concluded that SVM was an “automated and ef-
ficient deterministic learning algorithm” capable of highly accurate classification (error
rate of 0.1269). The SVM algorithm outperformed other techniques such as the C5.0
decision tree algorithm, radial based function networks and multi-layer perceptrons

(Neural Networks).
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This chapter has provided an overview of the various analytical methods utilised
by CM UK, AstraZeneca for quality assurance of the compound collection. It has also
described how the instruments have been incorporated into an information manage-
ment system, which offers some degree of automatic interpretation of analytical data
and presents an opportunity to further automate data processing. Chapter 3 provides an
overview of the Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) process used in this project
and describes in detail the various data mining algorithms that have been evaluated.
The data mining approaches discussed in this chapter will be investigated in terms
of the ability to generate a classification model for accurately predicting the pass/fail
outcome of LC-MS analyses. A number of measures will be used to evaluate the mod-
els, which will be primarily generated using the WEKA software suite (version 3.6.8),
with further experiments conducted using Pipeline Pilot (version 8.5.0.200) and JMP
version 10 (SAS, SAS Campus Drive, Building T, Cary, NC 27513, USA).



Chapter 3

Research Methods

This chapter describes the KDD process and various features of the data mining algo-
rithms assessed in this project. Information on how the algorithms were evaluated is
provided, along with details of techniques used to improve the performance of classi-
fication models, such as cross-validation, decision tree pruning, ensemble approaches
and cost-sensitivity. The format of the equations in this chapter are taken from the book
Data Mining, Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Witten et al (2005)
[WF05].

3.1 Overview of Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD)

Many industries are characterised by a proliferation of data, meaning that large databases
are now ubiquitous. The highly automated, high throughput environments of modern
drug discovery activities are certainly no exception, with huge amounts of analytical
data generated on a daily basis. The low cost of data storage and the digitisation of
data generated from every step of the Design-Make-Test-Analyse (DMTA) cycle has
meant that the generation and storage of data is no longer a limitation. What remains
a challenge is the conversion of all this data into knowledge, in the sense of extracting
useful patterns and structure from data that will allow knowledge-based or expert sys-
tems to be developed. Historically, the extraction of such expertise has been achieved
through interview style questioning of domain experts. This is problematic for a num-
ber of reasons; it is prone to bias, assumptions and preconceptions which are possibly
inaccurate and can be difficult to extract successfully. Even with experience and ex-
pertise in a domain, the widespread use of databases and the sheer volume of digital
information have rendered traditional methods of manual analysis and interpretation

36
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of data increasingly difficult, even unrealistic.
The field of Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) addresses the problem of a

data-rich, information-poor situation by applying a number of steps to elucidate mean-
ingful patterns from examples within the data. A definition of KDD is provided by
Fayyad et al 1996 [FPSS96]:

The non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and

ultimately understandable patterns in data.

The steps involved in KDD can be summarised as data preprocessing, data mining,
pattern evaluation and knowledge representation. An overview of the steps in the KDD
process is provided in Figure 3.1 (adapted from Fayyad et al 1996 [FPSS96]). They
are discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

The essence of data mining can be described as ‘mining’ through large amounts of
data to discover ‘nuggets’ of knowledge, in the sense that these pieces of information
can be incorporated into future analysis so that the characteristics of unseen data can
be better understood [WFT+99]. Learning can be said to have occurred when use-
ful patterns are discovered from the data that increase the predictive performance of
understanding new unseen data.

3.1.1 Supervised and Unsupervised Approaches to Data Mining

Data mining techniques are described in terms of concepts, instances and attributes.
The concept description is the result of the learning process and should be intelligible
and operational so that it can be understood and applied to future data. Instances are the
examples or tuples from the data that allow knowledge to be learned and are encoded
as a vector of attribute values. Typically, either numeric attributes or nominal/cate-
gorical attributes are used by data mining schemes although other attribute types can
also be included, such as relational attributes. It is important to realise that success-
fully extracting the most meaningful patterns from data is dependent on the attributes
that are encoded in the data instances. Clearly, data mining can only operate on the
attributes available therefore efforts should be made to capture all relevant information
that contributes to data characteristics so that important features are not omitted.

Data mining schemes can be broadly categorised as one of the following types:

• Classification learning: This is a two stage process which involves the model
being constructed using a training set from the subset of available data. This is
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followed by a second stage where the performance of the model is tested using
a test set, independent of the training data. The learning scheme is presented
with the training instances, which are labelled with a class attribute. It is the
value of this class that the model tries to predict, based on the values of the other
attributes observed in the training data. The term supervised is sometimes used
to denote that the model is under supervision by being provided the class out-
come of the training examples. The class values of the test set are known but not
made available to the classification model. The performance of the classification
model can be evaluated by comparing the predicted class outcome from the test
set with the actual outcomes. The success rate of classifying test data can be
used to provide an objective measure of how well the model performed. How-
ever in practical terms there may be other considerations, for instance whether
the learned description is intelligible to a human user or the degree to which
learning is generalised to the wider population of real world data. More details
on the evaluation techniques used to assess model performance are discussed in
Section 3.4.

• Association learning: Any association among features is sought, not just ones
that predict a particular class value. Association learning has the freedom to
consider attributes in combination to allow predictions to be made. Unlike clas-
sification rules, association rules are not intended to be used as a set but rather
can be considered individually to predict different features of the data. Gener-
ally, even small data sets will yield a large number of association rules, some of
which may be due to randomly occurring patterns in the data that offer little use-
ful knowledge or learning. To counter this, thresholds can be applied to the rules
to try to focus on the more useful ones. Two common methods for achieving this
are the support and confidence of a rule. The support measures the usefulness of
a rule and is defined as follows:

For a dataset D, supp(A⇒ B) is defined as the proportion of D that contain A∪B

The confidence of a rule is a measure of the certainty of a rule and is defined as
con f (A⇒ B) = supp(A∪B)/supp(A)

By setting thresholds on support and confidence, weaker or poorly performing
rules can be excluded from further consideration.

Other types of data mining include clustering where instances that show similarity
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Figure 3.1: Overview of KDD process

with regard to some aspect of their structure are grouped together and numeric predic-

tion where the outcome is not a discrete class but rather a numeric quantity.

In this dissertation, the concept under investigation is the outcome of LC-MS anal-
ysis of DMSO solutions to confirm the purity and chemical identity of the samples
analysed. An instance is the analytical data generated by the instrument following an
analysis. More specifically, an instance is a subset of the attributes generated for a
single integrated peak from an analysis (See Section 3.2.3 on data preprocessing). The
main focus of the experimental work undertaken was an empirical comparison of the
performance of various supervised classification models. The aim was to identify a
classification model capable of making highly accurate predictions of the outcome of
future LC-MS analyses.

3.2 The KDD Process

The following section firstly provides a brief description of each of the KDD steps,
followed by a more detailed description of how some of the steps apply specifically to
the subject of this project, structural identification and purity confirmation of screening
compounds by LC-MS.

1. Learning the application domain. Compound management staff are experts in
the domain of quality assurance of compounds via LC-MS analysis and were
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able to provide valuable input into the KDD process, for example by provid-
ing information on the expected importance of the available variables recorded
by the instrumentation. They were also able to provide insight into what addi-
tional calculated attributes might make a useful contribution to the construction
of classification models (see Section 3.2.3.6).

2. Identify target dataset. The analytical LC-MS database was used to provide a
dataset of >450,000 analyses (a total of >1 million integrated peak records).
The operational LC-MS database was copied to create an experimental database
to provide training/test data for developing classification models (PostgreSQL
8.3.5).

3. Data cleaning and pre-processing. Data were extracted from the database in the
ARFF format using a simple Java application and analysed using the WEKA
software suite (version 3.6.8), Pipeline Pilot (version 8.5.0.200) and JMP (ver-
sion 10). Compound/sample/supplier identifiers used within AstraZeneca were
replaced with arbitrary identifiers to protect AstraZeneca’s intellectual property.

4. Data reduction/projection. The LC-MS database contains many meta-attributes
that relate to the compound being analysed but not the analysis itself. These
include age of solution, supplier and the instrument on which the analysis was
performed. Only data from the actual analysis was considered when evaluating
the supervised classification models, as the aim was to perform a classification
based on the outcome of the LC-MS analysis before any manual review by a
domain expert.

5. Choosing the function/purpose of data mining. The functions required in this
study were classification of LC-MS analysis results into pass and fail.

6. Algorithm selection. For the classification modelling, a number of algorithms
were evaluated; decision trees, support vector machines, neural networks and
ensemble learning methods. These were chosen as a diverse set covering most
of the algorithms typically applied to this type of classification problem.

7. Data mining. This stage involves the actual application of the algorithms to
search for patterns in the data. This involved the evaluation of various classi-
fication models via WEKA, with some additional experiments using JMP and
Pipeline Pilot.
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8. Interpretation. Interpretation of the discovered patterns was undertaken includ-
ing discussions with domain experts, such as evaluation of false positives and
false negative using metrics such as precision and recall calculations. Classifica-
tion models were optimised using different methods of descritisation of numer-
ical attributes, feature selection and pruning of decision trees to avoid problems
with overfitting. This led to the re-evaluation of learning algorithms in an itera-
tive manner which characterises the KDD process.

9. Application of discovered knowledge. High performing classification models
were identified. A discussion on how these models could be incorporated into
the current LC-MS workflow is included in Chapter 5.

3.2.1 Class Labels

The data generated from the LC-MS analysis of a sample is actually hierarchical in
structure, as described in Section 2.4.3. Some attributes are at the top level (sample
record level) such as target molecular mass and all manual annotations (interpreted
purity, mass found etc). Other attributes are at the lower level (peak record level),
such as spectral purity by MS. The process of manually reviewing the results of an
analysis involves looking at the set of all peaks integrated by the instrument. Only by
considering the full set can some problems be detected. For example, it is assumed that
the peak of interest as determined by the database function described in Section 2.4.3
is correct. This however, is not always the case and on occasion a visual inspection of
the other peaks, plus expert knowledge applied to a visualisation of the structure of the
molecule can reveal that the system has in fact identified the wrong peak as the peak of
interest. In such situations, the initial decision of fail can be overwritten by the user to
pass. This presents a serious problem; the information that led to this reclassification
is not encoded in the attributes of either the sample or the peaks, so for an analysis
where the original outcome of fail was updated to a pass, it is not possible to establish
which of the integrated peaks accounted for the result to be overridden. Instead the
approach was to develop a classification model that could predict with high probability
that each integrated peak was either a pass or a fail, leaving only those analyses with
more questionable results to be reviewed manually. The decision was taken to recast
the hierarchical data into a de-normalised set of independent peak instances and build a
classification model at this lower level. It would then require a simple task to aggregate
predictions on all peaks back up to the sample level by examining if one of the peak
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Figure 3.2: Class labels applied to LC-MS integrated peaks

instances from a sample is predicted as a pass or if all the peaks are predicted to be
fails with a high confidence.

3.2.1.1 Binary and Multiple Outcome Class Labels

Three functions were written to the database to apply binary and multiple outcome
class attributes to each peak. These class attributes provided increasing levels of details
about the pass/fail outcome for the peak and how that outcome was reached. The first
class label was a binary classifier with possible outcomes of pass or fail. The second
split these two categories into a more detailed class label, with possible values of auto

pass, agreed pass, overwritten pass, agreed fail and overwritten fail. The third class
label divided the possible values of the second level into even more detailed outcomes,
such as ms fail uv fail overwritten pass or ms pass uv fail agreed fail. The relationship
between the three class labels is described in Figure 3.2.

3.2.2 Creation of Data Sets

Although the overall outcome for a peak was a binary decision, the arrival at that de-
cision could be reached in different ways, as discussed above. A number of training
and test datasets of increasing size were stratified so that the proportions of these var-
ious outcomes of analysis (class label 3) were consistent with the proportions in the
database as a whole. This stratification was performed to avoid the models having
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a bias towards a particular outcome. Furthermore, the datasets were partitioned into
training/test sets (2/3 training and 1/3 test) to ensure that this stratification was main-
tained in both subsets. As the size of the datasets increased the computational cost
and build time for the models also increased, but so too did the amount of available
data on which to build the models. Initial experiments were performed on the smaller
datasets and final assessments on the largest to maximise amount of data available and
therefore the performance of the models. Table 3.2.2 lists the datasets generated and
the number of peak records in the training/test partitions.

Table 3.1: Stratified Training and Test Data Partitions
Data set Instances in training set Instances in test set
Set 1k 1,000 501
Set 100k 99,973 49,989
Set 200k 199,945 99,973
Set 300k 299,919 149,962
Set 400k 399,891 199,946
Set 500k 499,865 249,936
Set 600k 599,836 299,920
Set 700k 699,809 349,908
Set 800k 799,783 399,893
Set Max 1,546,262 773,176

3.2.3 Data Preprocessing and Transformation

Before being used to train and test classification models, a number of data preprocess-
ing and transformation methods were used to remove noise, outliers, missing or invalid
data. Such data present in training/test datasets could be translated into a loss in quality
of even the most sophisticated data mining techniques.

3.2.3.1 Data Cleaning

The data stored in the LC-MS database was extracted from output files generated by
the analysis instrumentation. The extraction of data from these files and subsequent in-
sertion into the LC-MS database was performed using a PERL script run via a Pipeline
Pilot protocol. The script extracted pertinent data from the instrument output files
and included validation steps that ensured the validity of data entering the database.
Additional annotations were added by users for those records that required manually
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reviewing. These annotations were entered via a web-based GUI that included client-
side validation. This provided some guarantees about the validity of the user-entered
data, however in early versions of the reviewing software it was possible for a user
to enter the values for molecular weight and purity in the wrong fields. To check for
such errors, the database was updated accordingly when the molecular weight was
lower than 100 (only very few samples from a fragments library could actually have
a molecular weight <100) or when the percentage purity exceeded 100. More recent
versions of the software GUI included validation to alert the user when such errors
occurred.

A total of 2,389 analyses were marked by users as instrument errors during manual
review. These records were filtered out from all experimental data as the data produced
was spurious and may pollute data mining algorithms if included. Different LC-MS
instrumentation used by Compound Management recorded UV peak height, UV peak
width, CAD peak height and CAD peak area using different units. A multiplier was
used to normalise these values across the different instruments.

3.2.3.2 Missing Values

Data in the LC-MS database was generated by analytical instrumentation with subtly
different configurations. All mass spectrometry detectors used electrospray ionisation
but some instruments also include an atmospheric pressure ionisation system. These
missing values were assigned the value of 0. This had little effect on the data over-
all, as the spectral purity by MS values for individual ionisation techniques and ion
modes were not considered directly. Instead, a function was used to find the maximum
spectral purity value across each ionisation method and ion mode. This function is de-
scribed below in Section 3.2.3.5. The likelihood of a sample being detected may have
been slightly less if processed on an instrument with only ESI ionisation but this was
not considered significant.

Null values for MS spectral purity or percent purity by UV were considered as
valid results indicating that the target mass or any of the adducts included in the search
pattern had not been detected. As such, null values were also assigned a zero value.

3.2.3.3 Instrument-generated Attributes

As the objective was to generate classification models that will avoid the need for man-
ual review, the models had to exclude any user-entered attributes. Rather, the attributes
used to construct the models were exclusively those either generated directly by the
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instrumentation or derived from instrument data. Domain experts from the Quality
Assurance group within CM were consulted to establish which attributes should be
made available to the data mining algorithms. The available attributes are listed below
(an explanation of each is provided in Table 2.4.2).

• Percent purity by UV

• UV peak height

• UV peak width

• Retention time

• CAD peak area

• CAD peak width

• CAD start time

• CAD stop time

• DAD start time

• DAD stop time

3.2.3.4 User-generated Attributes

These attributes allowed data to be annotated during the manual review stage. Al-
though these attributes were not included as features for the classification models, they
were required in order to generate the class labels discussed in Section 3.2.1.

• Compound confirmed (yes/no) - was the expected molecular weight present in
the MS spectra?

• Interpreted UV purity (0-100%) - allows the user to overwrite the UV purity.

• Mass found (molecular weight) - molecular weight of the structure detected if it
is not the expected molecular weight.

• Comments (no peaks/no spectra/no peaks of interest/instrument error) - addi-
tional annotation to characterise the analytical results.

3.2.3.5 Derived Attributes

The current LC-MS system uses a number of derived attributes to allow the results of
analyses to be processed more efficiently.
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• peak of interest - The peak of interest was discussed in more detail in Section
2.4.3 but is listed here again for completion. One peak from each sample anal-
ysed is assigned as the peak of interest. This is the peak that is most likely to
allow an analysis to be passed and is presented first by default in the review
system.

• horz max ms purity - This function finds the maximum spectral purity for each
peak from the one or two (depending on which instrument was used) ionisation
techniques employed by the MS detector. Each has two ion modes, giving a total
of either two or four values. Whether a compound will be detected in the positive
or negative ion modes of each ionisation method is a function of the chemical
properties of the molecule and is not discussed in this project.

3.2.3.6 Additional Derived Attributes

Additional attributes were computed that were derived from the set of peaks integrated
in a given sample. These were included following discussions with domain experts,
to investigate whether the additional information could contribute to the classification
models. The values were determined using functions on the database.

• get closes peak - This calculated the minimum difference in retention time be-
tween a peak and the previous or next peaks to be detected by DAD chromatog-
raphy. This was calculated to examine the errors with peak integration, such
as when two partially overlapping peaks are integrated as a single peak or vice
versa.

• num of peaks - This value simply holds for each peak the total number of peaks
eluted in the DAD chromatogram for the given sample. Ideally, a single peak
would indicate maximum purity whereas a large number of peaks could indicate
chemical degradation or contamination.

• get cad percent - The instruments output a value for the CAD peak area which
represents the area accounted for by each integrated peak in the CAD chro-
matogram. These values were recorded in arbitrary units (standardised across
different instruments). This function converted these values into a percentage of
the total area under the CAD chromatogram.
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3.2.4 Attribute Selection

Careful consideration was given to the selection of attributes to be included in the
training/test data sets. Domain experts were consulted during the attribute selection
process to ensure that the right balance was achieved between including attributes that
may have made a useful contribution to classification whilst minimising the number of
attributes to avoid building low-value complexity into the models (discussed further in
Section 3.3.3).

The domain experts were experienced LC-MS technicians with a detailed knowl-
edge of interpreting data from LC-MS analysis and in-depth knowledge of the chem-
ical properties of small molecule research compounds. These discussions led to the
following set of attributes being included in the training/test data sets:

1. percent purity uv

2. horz max ms

3. retention time

4. uv peak height

5. uv peak width

6. cad peak area

7. cad peak width

8. get cad percent

9. get closest peak

10. num of peaks

11. classifier

3.2.5 Descritisation of Numerical Attributes

Almost all the attributes extracted from LC-MS analytical data are numerical. Un-
like categorical attributes which are only used in one splitting node as the information
provided has then been used, numeric attributes can contribute to a number of nodes
throughout the path from the root node to a leaf. This is advantageous but can lead to
“messy” decision trees with a high number of nodes that require pruning.

This presents particular issues around descritisation of numerical data and there are
a number of approaches to the process of descritisation; unsupervised descritisation,
entropy-based descritisation and error-based descritisation.
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Unsupervised descritisation quantises instances without considering their class al-
location. Equal-width binning simply divides the range of numerical values into a pre-
determined number of bins. This method can often result in bins with varying numbers
of instances and so can impair the resultant decision model. Equal-frequency binning
addresses this issue but still creates intervals without considering the boundaries be-
tween the occurrences of different classes.

Entropy-based descritisation uses an entropy calculation in a similar way as selec-
tion of splitting attributes in the nodes of divide-and-conquer decision trees (Section
3.3.2.1). Information gain is calculated for each possible position and the split that
results in the purest subdivisions is selected. The process is then repeated until a stop-
ping criteria is satisfied, such as the Minimum Description Length principle (MDL)
which states that “the best theory is the one that minimises the number of bits required
to communicate the theory, along with the labels of the examples from which it was
made” [WFT+99].

Error-based descritisation divides a number of instances, N, into a number of sub-
divisions, k, that minimises the number of classification errors in time linear in N. This
means that descritisation can occur far more quickly than compared to entropy-based
descritisation but is problematic due to the fact that the algorithm cannot produce ad-
jacent intervals with the same label [WFT+99].

3.2.6 Cross-validation

Initial assessments were carried out using a subset of the available data. Cross-validation
was used for the initial assessment of learning algorithms and for the experiments on
pruning methods as smaller training sets are more likely to be biased by particular
features of the data and therefore suffer from overfitting. The standard 10-fold cross

validation was used, where data is divided randomly into 10 folds or partitions. One of
the folds is used as the holdout test set with the remaining nine-tenths used as training
data. The process is repeated with each of the ten folds used as the holdout test set.
Finally an average error estimate is calculated from the 10 error estimates.

When larger datasets were used to assess model performance, cross-validation be-
came less essential and more computationally expensive. The amount of data used
for the later assessment of classification models and for the experiments on cost-
sensitivity contained approximately 500,000 instances. Due to memory constraints,
cross-validation was not applied as maximising the size of data sets was preferred to
emulating large dataset by applying cross-validation.
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3.3 Learning Algorithms

The 1R method is a simple classification model that acts on a single attribute. A set
of rules is established for each attribute to measure how well it performs in terms of
correctly predicting the majority class. The attribute with the best performance on
training data is selected. Despite the simplicity of this approach, Holte et al 1993
found that 1R performed only a few percentage points less than far more sophisticated
decision tree induction schemes that were considered state-of-the-art at the time of
publishing [Hol93].

Another simple classification algorithm is the Naı̈ve Bayes technique which con-
siders the full set of attributes as evidence for the probability of the class outcome. All
attributes are considered to be equally important and independent of each other with
regard to the class. Neither of these assumptions are generally true in real-world situa-
tions but despite this, Naı̈ve Bayes has been used to yield accurate classification mod-
els, outperforming DTs, SVMs and NNs at predicting user profiling data for service
provisioning applications [CLM08]. One vulnerability of Naı̈ve Bayes is a situation
where a value of a particular attribute does not appear in the training data for every
class outcome. This can lead to a situation where the probability of one value of an
attribute is zero and as the probabilities from other attributes are multiplied by this zero
probability, the overall probability is also zero. This situation is mitigated by using the
Laplace estimator where an amount for example 1, can be added to each nominator
and the denominator adjusted according to the number of possible values to which 1
has been added [Dea82].

3.3.1 Probabilistic Classification

The outcome of an LC-MS analysis event is a binary decision and although a number
of subtle distinctions can be made between different results, these can be summarised
to be either a pass or fail, with the result predicted by the classifier being either correct
or incorrect. This can be described as the 0-1 loss function;

∑
i

{
0 i f prediction is correct

1 i f prediction is incorrect
(3.1)

As has been stated previously, the aim of this application is to minimise the number
of analyses that require manual review by a technician, by automatically classifying as
many analyses as possible. To achieve this, a probabilistic classifier was required as
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there is a clear difference between an analysis that has a 95% probability of being a
pass and one with a 60% probability. The first would be marked as passed automat-
ically, the second flagged as requiring manual review. Two methods used to assess
the probabilities of correct classifications are the quadratic loss function (3.2) and the
informational loss function (3.3). The former considers the entire probability vector
for all possible outcomes whereas the latter considers only the probability associated
with the correct class.

∑
j
(p j−a j)

2 = 1−2pi +∑
j

p2
j (3.2)

− log2 pi (3.3)

3.3.2 Decision Trees

Decision Trees (DTs) are a popular method of data mining due to the ease with which
they can be generated, the potential to generate powerful predictors and the fact that
they produce explicit concept descriptions that are easy to interpret [Shi07a]. The
basic process involves recursive partitioning of data into more homogenous subsets
by passing each record through a series of if-then rules arranged in a tree structure
[MT03]. Data passes through each node until finally reaching a leaf, where all the
records are of the same class or alternatively where a particular purity threshold has
been reached. Each attribute of the data is considered in turn and ranked according to
its ability to partition the data such as in the C4.5 algorithm described by Quinlan et al
1986 [Qui86].

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a J48 DT (the WEKA implementation of C4.5).
Each possible route from the root node down to a leaf can be easily converted into a set
of rules. For this reason, DTs are considered to be easily interpretable. For example,
the route highlighted as a blue dashed line would be converted into set of tests shown
in Figure 3.3.2.

This includes every internal node from the root to the leaf. As numerical attributes
can be used to split at different levels of the tree, this rule can be simplified further as
shown in Figure 3.3.2.

By converting all routes to leaf nodes in this manner, DTs can easily be converted
into a set of classification rules.
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Figure 3.3: An example J48 Decision Tree showing splitting nodes (ellipses) and
leaves (boxes)

If percent_purity_uv <= 79.63 & horz_max_ms > 30.04
& get_cad_percent > 48.4 & get_cad_percent > 77.7
then : pass

Figure 3.4: Path through DT represented as a set of rules

If percent_purity_uv <= 79.63 & horz_max_ms > 30.04
& get_cad_percent > 77.7
then : pass

Figure 3.5: Path through DT simplified as a set of rules
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Many extensions and developments have been made to early DT designs to im-
prove performance such as modifications to the classic C4.5 algorithm by modify-
ing the evaluation of continuous attributes, which leads to smaller and more accurate
DTs [Qui96a]. Examples of common DT variations include the ID3 (Iterative Di-
chotomiser) algorithm [JDlFx09], the C4.5 algorithm [Qui86] and Classification and

Regression Trees (CART) [BFOS84]. The features that are common to all these algo-
rithms are the three parameters, a dataset D, an attribute list and an attribute selection method.
DTs have a number of advantages in that they are easily interpretable and are not para-
metric but rather based on a series of tests, which can be translated into a set of pro-
duction rules. DTs allow complex relationships between variables to be modelled and
are capable of highlighting “important” variables [ZZ07]. They also require no a priori
assumptions about the data, are capable of handling nominal and numerical data and
are relatively quick to generate even on large datasets compared with SVMs and NNs.
Small DTs tend to be more likely to generalise and avoid overfitting to training data.
Methods to simplify DTs are discussed in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2.1 Attribute Splitting Methods

Attribute splitting methods are heuristics that determine which attribute to split on at
each internal non-leaf node in a DT. Examples of these methods are information gain,
gain ratio and Gini Index.

3.3.2.2 Information Gain

Information Gain is implemented in the DT algorithm ID3 [Qui86]. The measure
calculates the information gain for splitting on each candidate attribute and then selects
the one that minimises the information required to classify the resulting partitions. In
this way, the attribute that results in the purest or least random partitions is identified.
The algorithm is not exhaustive and cannot guarantee that the optimal DT will be
built but despite this, the use of information gain as an attribute selection method does
generally yield concise DTs.

Firstly the entropy of a dataset D is calculated. This provides the probability that
an arbitrary tuple in D belongs to the class Ci and is estimated by |Ci,D|/|D|. This
estimate is based purely on the proportions of each class in D without considering any
of the other attribute values. The entropy is given by:
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In f o(D) =−
m

∑
i=1

pilog2(pi) (3.4)

Each attribute is then considered for splitting. The amount of information still
required to classify a tuple from D after splitting on attribute A is calculated as:

In f oA(D) =
v

∑
j=1

|D j|
|D|
× In f o(D j) (3.5)

where |D j|
|D| × In f o(D j) is the weight of the jth partition. Finally, the information

gain is calculated as the difference between the information required to classify a tuple
from D before the split and the information required after splitting on attribute A

Gain(A) = In f o(D)− In f oA(D) (3.6)

The attribute with the highest information gain is selected as the attribute to split
on at the given node. The process is then repeated for subsequent internal nodes.

One weakness of this calculation is that it favours multi-valued attributes. The ex-
ample often used to demonstrate this is the existence of a unique identifier attribute. In
this case the information gain would choose this attribute to split on as the information
required to classify tuples after this split would be zero as each tuple would occupy a
pure, single instance leaf node.

3.3.2.3 Gain Ratio

An extension of the Information Gain calculation is Gain Ratio, as implemented by the
DT algorithm C4.5 [Qui86]. This measure attempts to reduce the bias towards multi-
value attributes from which information gain suffers by applying a normalisation to
the information gain value. The split information value takes into consideration the
number of instances in each partition with respect to the number of instances in D. It
is calculated as follows:

SplitIn f oA(D) =−
v

∑
j=1

|D j|
|D|
× log2

(
|D j|
|D|

)
(3.7)

The gain ratio is then calculated as:

GainRation(A) =
Gain(A)

SplitIn f oA(D)
(3.8)
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As the split information approaches 0 this equation becomes unstable so it is only
applied when the information gain of a split is at least as much as the average gain over
all attributes examined.

3.3.2.4 Gini Index

The Gini Index is a splitting criteria used in CART [OS84]. The calculation is similar to
the information gain in that the reduction in impurity of a data partition D is calculated
before and after splitting on attribute A. The initial Gini Index of data partition D is
calculated as:

Gini(D) = 1−
m

∑
i=1

p2
i (3.9)

In the case of categorical data, every possible binary split of the available values for
attribute A is considered (excluding the power set and empty set as they do not provide
a split). For each binary split of D into D1 and D2 the weighted sum of the impurity of
each resulting partition is calculated as follows:

GiniA(D) =
|D1|
|D|

Gini(D1)+
|D2|
|D|

Gini(D2) (3.10)

For numeric attributes, binary splits are calculated for every possible split point,
defined as the mid point between each pair of sorted adjacent values. In the case of
both categorical and continuous attributes, the reduction in purity caused by splitting
on attribute A is defined as:

∆Gini(A) = Gini(D)−GiniA(D) (3.11)

The Gini Index for each binary split of all available attributes are then compared
and the value that provides the maximum reduction in impurity of resultant data parti-
tions is selected as the splitting attribute for the given node. The process continues in
an iterative manner.

The process described has two problems as discussed by Loh et al (1997) [LS97].
The first stems from the fact that the search is exhaustive and is therefore potentially
computationally expensive. For continuous attributes with n distinct values there are
n-1 potential splits and for categorical attributes the number of computations increases
exponentially with each possible value, defined as

(
2M−1−1

)
for a variable with M

values.
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The second problem is one of bias. The Gini Index tends to favour attributes that
have more splits. Quinlan et al (1995) [QCJ95] found that the chance of selecting
‘fluke’ theories that fit the data well but offer little in terms of predictive accuracy
increases as does the number of hypotheses being explored.

3.3.2.5 Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID)

CHAID is an extension of the automatic interaction detector method and was origi-
nally proposed by Kass 1980 [Kas80]. It operates on categorical predictors as a mech-
anism for partitioning data into mutually exclusive subsets that best describe the de-
pendent variable [Kas80]. This is achieved by selecting a split that maximises the
significance of a chi-squared test of independence. CHAID is not guaranteed to find
the best split at each step but rather it searches heuristically to find a suitable split,
avoiding the computational cost of searching all possible category subsets [Wil92].

3.3.3 Decision Tree Pruning

The aim when constructing classification models is to minimise the complexity of the
model without significantly reducing performance. Simpler decision trees are more
generalised and less prone to overfitting. They are also easier to interpret and trans-
form into a set of rules. As all decision tree algorithms use the methods discussed for
selecting the most suitable attribute to split on at each internal node, the inclusion of
additional attributes might not seem problematic. However, whilst attributes that have
little actual contribution to class outcomes will not be selected at the higher nodes
in a decision tree, further down towards the bottom the amount of data on which at-
tributes are selected for splitting is reduced. As a result, non-contributing attributes
can by chance appear to be the preferred attribute on which to split. This can lower the
performance of equivalent decision trees in which fewer attributes are included.

Even with a limited set of attributes, DTs often contain structure that accommo-
dates anomalies or outliers in the training data. In order for DTs to perform more
accurately on test data or unseen future data, a process of pruning is required to pro-
duce a more generalised form of the tree. Two main strategies are available to achieve
this. Prepruning involves the decision not to continue dividing subsets of the training
data during the construction of the tree. Postpruning involves removing subtrees from
the overall decision tree after the full tree has been constructed.
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3.3.3.1 Prepruning

Prepruning has an obvious advantage in terms of the computational cost of building
the full tree. By stopping development of the tree during its construction, the cost
of building subtrees which will ultimately be discarded can be saved. This is more
advantageous if particular consideration is applied to the runtime taken to construct
the tree. One problem with this strategy can occur when attributes have seemingly
little value as splitting criteria in isolation but can be more powerful splitting criteria
when considered in combinations.

The methods of assessing which attributes to split on, such as information gain,
Gini Index and other tests for statistical significance, can be used to test for a threshold
below which further splitting will not occur. This represents a trade off as too high a
threshold will result in oversimplified trees that perform poorly and too low a threshold
will provide insufficient simplification to avoid overfitting.

An example of this type of prepruning is presented by Kamer et al (1997) and is
implemented in the MedGen system [KWGa97]. Two thresholds are introduced, an
exception threshold and a classification threshold, both of which have the affect of
ceasing further splitting. For any internal node, if the number of instances falls below
the exception threshold, splitting is terminated and a leaf node is created that stores
the subset and distribution of the subset. The classification threshold is applied by
testing the percentage of each class at a given node. If the percentage of any class
value exceeds the threshold splitting is terminated [KWGa97].

Another type of prepruning that was used in this project was to apply a minimum
number of instances per leaf node. In a fully unpruned DT, splitting ceases when the
data produced from a node is 100% pure with regards to the class label or when a split
produces a single instance. By applying a minimum number of instances per leave
node, further splitting will not be applied even if the purity of the data partitioned is
less than 100%. This method eliminates the lower branches of a DT and produces
smaller, more generalised models.

3.3.3.2 Postpruning

Postpruning is achieved by two strategies; subtree replacement or subtree raising [WFT+99].
In both cases, the fully expanded tree is constructed. Postpruning then begins at the
leaf nodes and works up towards the root node of the tree. Subtree replacement consid-
ers each subtree and tests the effect of replacing the subtree with a leaf node labelled
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with the majority class. The process continues in an iterative manor towards the root
node, until the tree has been pruned. Subtree replacements will certainly cause an in-
crease in error rate on the training data that was used to build the tree, but may still
be beneficial when classifying unseen test data. Simply using the training data to look
for opportunities to post-prune would not result in any pruning, as the decision tree
has been constructed according to specifics of the training data and is therefore heavily
biased. One strategy is to hold back some of the training data to use specifically for
pruning. This is called reduced-error pruning. A disadvantage of this method is that
the amount of training data that is available to construct the tree is reduced.

Pessimistic pruning has an advantage in that it does not require a separate pruning
set, but instead uses the training data to assess the predictability of subtrees that are
being considered for pruning. A penalty is added to error rates obtains from the training
data in an attempt to overcome bias. To decide whether subtree replacement should
occur the estimated error rate of the subtree is compared with the estimated error rate
of the proposed leaf node that will replace it. Subtree replacement occurs when the
error rate of the replacement is less than that of the subtree to be replaced. The error
rate estimations are calculated as follows. Given a confidence c, the confidence limits
z as given by:

Pr

[
f −q√

q(1−q)/N)
> z

]
= c (3.12)

where N is the number of samples, f is the observed error rate and q is the true
error rate. The (pessimistic) estimation of the error rate at the node is then calculated
as:

e =
f + z2

2N + z
√

f
N −

f 2

N + z2

4N2

1+ z2

N

(3.13)

Subtree raising differs in that subtrees are moved up to subsume the node found
above them. Instances that would have reached other branches extending from the node
above (which could be leaf nodes or other subtrees) are reclassified into the branches
of the lower subtree. As this process is time-consuming and has a cost associated, it
is generally only performed on the branch down which the majority of instances from
the training data were directed.
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3.3.3.3 Cost-complexity Pruning

The cost-complexity algorithm was first proposed by Brieman et al (1986) [BFOS84]
and is used in Classification and Regression Trees (CART). This approach considers
both the error rate (the number of tuples misclassified) and the complexity of the sub-
tree in terms of the number of leaf nodes. The function is controlled by the parameter
α, which is defined as the average error increase per leaf of the subtree being assessed.
In a similar way to other postpruning approaches, it begins at the leaf nodes and works
up towards the root node. The first step is to generate a sequence of trees beginning
with the original tree T0 and progressing through smaller pruned trees Ti+1 until a final
tree Tk is reached, which is a single leaf node. In each iteration, the subtree with the
smallest value for α is pruned. The second stage of the algorithm then selects one of
the candidate trees from the sequence of trees with decreasing complexity generated
in step 1. The performance in terms of error rate of each tree is assessed either using a
hold out data set, or by cross-validation.

For a decision tree T, where N is the number of instances from the training set, E is
the number of misclassified instances and L(T) is the number of leaves, cost-complexity
of T is defined as

E
N
+α×L(T ) (3.14)

If the subtree S of T is replaced by the leaf with the majority class, M more in-
stances would be misclassified but the tree would contain L(S) - 1 fewer leaves. The
new tree would have the same cost-complexity as T if

α =
M

N× (L(S)−1)
(3.15)

To produce the next tree in the sequence Ti+1 from Ti, the subtree or subtrees with
the minimum value of α are removed and replaced with the majority class leaves.

The second stage selects one of the trees from the sequence generated above. If
a hold out set of unseen data N is used to assess the candidate trees the algorithm
proceeds as described below:

Let E be the minimum number of errors observed with any Ti and the standard error
of E calculated as

se(E ′) =

√
E ′× (N′−E ′)

N′
(3.16)
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The tree selected is the smallest Ti where the observed number of errors is less than
E + se(E). Each subtree is assessed in terms of the cost complexity function and is
replaced only when the cost complexity is reduced by replacing the subtree with a leaf
node.

3.3.3.4 1 Standard Error (1SE) Pruning

In one standard error pruning a comparison is made between the estimated risk of
a tree before and after pruning. In other pruning methods, pruning only takes place
when the predicted accuracy of the pruned version is greater than or equal to that of
the tree being replace. By contrast, one standard error pruning relaxes this constraint
and allows replacement providing the difference in risk estimate does not exceed one
standard error, allowing more liberal pruning to take place [Min89].

3.3.4 Ensemble Methods of Classification

Another approach is classification by ensemble learning. The principle in ensemble
learning is to combine a number of classification models so that the overall classifica-
tion decision is the amalgamation, by an average or weighted average, of the decision
outcomes of each model, analogous to decision-making “by committee”. These meth-
ods can often greatly increase the accuracy of classification and at the same time are
less prone to over-fitting due to the fact that the combined decision avoids any bias
that may be caused by the idiosyncrasies of one particular set of training data [MO11]
[Bre96a] [Qui96b].

There are a number of methods of combining models such as bagging [Bre96a],
boosting [FS], random forests [Leo01] and stacking [Wol92]. In all cases the main
advantage is one of variance reduction; the combined outcome of diverse classifiers
compensates for the error rate of any individual classifier [MO11]. A disadvantage
with some but not all ensemble methods is the loss of interpretability, as the base
classifiers cannot be visualised in the same way as an individual classifier such as a
decision tree. Some ensemble methods do produce a single standard DT (MetaCost)
[Dom99a] and some produce new types of DTs such as Alternating Decision Trees

which contain alternating layers of prediction and splitting nodes and are capable of
not only classification but of providing a classification confidence or margin for each
instance [FM99]. Boosting alternating decision trees using the ADTree algorithm pro-
duces a single structure and is therefore more interpretable than applying boosting to
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other types of DT, such as C4.5.

The increase in accuracy achieved by combining multiple classifiers will clearly
be most beneficial if there is some disagreement between individual classifiers built
according to different subsets of training data. If all classifiers vote the same way then
there would be no gain by combining their results. It has been demonstrated that the
best ensembles combine individual classifiers with high accuracy but that disagree as
much as possible. Opitz et al (1996) achieved this by training an ensemble of neural
networks using different parameters such as initial weights [OS96].

3.3.4.1 Bootstrap Aggregation (Bagging)

Bagging gives equal weight to the outcome of each model. When a new instance is
processed, it is classified by each of the base classifiers. Each model ‘votes’ on which
class the instance belongs to and the votes are combined. For numerical outcomes the
average is calculated and for nominal classifiers the class value with the majority of
votes is assigned to the instance [Bre96a]. Bagging uses bootstrap sampling with re-
placement to create k artificial data sets from the original data set D. For each iteration
i(i = 1,2...,k) a data set Di is generated by taking a sample of the instances from D.
Some of the instances will not occur in Di and some may occur more than once. This
reuse of the original dataset, adjusted by bootstrap sampling, means that multiple base
classifiers can be constructed without the need for a new independent training data set
for each model.

As the DT induction process is generally unstable, differences that exist between
the sampled data sets will result in differences in the base classifiers. In other words,
it is highly unlikely that an identical classification model will be generated from each
sampled set of the training data. It is these differences that allow the overfitting in-
troduced by a single classifier to be ‘smoothed’ out [Bre96a]. More formally, this
technique lowers the variance component of the bias variance decomposition [KD95].
For a given classification model there are two potential sources of expected error. One
arises from the fact that there will be a persistent error rate found for a model even if an
infinite number of training data partitions were tested. This is the bias component of
the expected error rate. The second expected error rate is due specifically to the train-
ing data used to construct the model. It is this component that ensemble techniques
such as bagging are often able to lower. As mentioned, bagging is most effective in
situations where there is instability in the base models. As such, the performance of
bagging may be increased if pruning is not applied to the base classifiers, as this will
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introduce more diversity among the base models.

An extension of basic bagging can be achieved by using base models that predict a
probability estimate rather than just a classification label. In this situation, the ensem-
ble model can calculate the average probability estimate from the underlying models,
which is often more accurate than that of a single model. An example is provided
by the cost-sensitive meta-classifier MetaCost [Dom99a], which reassigns instances in
the training data with the class value that minimises the cost, derived from the proba-
bility estimate. These newly assigned class values are then used to construct a single
decision tree, one that has the costs of class predictions built into it. This approach is
discussed in more detail in the section on cost-sensitivity (Section 3.5).

In summary, bagging can often increase the overall accuracy of classification by
reducing the variance between base models. The benefits of bagging are low in situa-
tions where there is little diversity amongst the base classifiers and differences present
in the bootstrap samples have little effect on the structure of the classification models.
Breiman et al (1996) found that on a variety of test data sets, bagging reduced misclas-
sification rates between 6% and 77% but was also found to decrease accuracy of stable
classification models [Bre96a].

3.3.4.2 Boosting

Boosting is an iterative process that uses the performance of one model to influence
the construction of the next. Models are constructed that can be described as having
“complimentary areas of expertise” in the sense that each model takes into account the
incorrectly identified instances of previous models. By updating the weights assigned
to each training tuple, subsequent base models can focus on the misclassifications from
the previous model. The final ensemble model again combines the class assignments
from each base model but also factors in the weight of each classifier’s vote as a func-
tion of its accuracy.

For the first iteration, all tuples in the data set D are assigned the same weight,
1
d where d is the number of tuples in D. Sampling with replacement is used, as in
bagging, to create a training set. The difference with boosting is that the likelihood of
a tuple being included in the training set is a function of the weight assigned to each
tuple. After each model, the weight is increased for instances that are misclassified
and decreased if the classification was successful. The way in which the weights are
adjusted is derived from the error rate of Mi, the current model. This error rate is
calculated as:
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error(Mi) =
d

∑
j=1

w j× err(X j) (3.17)

All tuples that were classified correctly are multiplied by error (Mi)/(1− error (Mi)).
The weights of all tuples are then normalised. This has the affect of increasing the
weights of misclassified tuples and reducing the weights of those correctly classified.
Finally, the votes are counted for each classifier, taking into account the performance
of each one, with classifiers having a lower error rate being given a higher weighted
vote. The weight of the vote for a classifier Mi is calculated as

log
1− error (Mi)

[error (Mi)
(3.18)

Freund et al (1996) boosting outperforms bagging when the base algorithm gener-
ates fairly simple classifiers, such as simple classification rules and tests on conjunc-
tions of attributes but less significantly when combined with C4.5. Similarly to bag-
ging, boosting showed the largest increases in accuracy on unstable classifiers however,
unlike bagging, boosting actively seeks to force weak learning classifiers to change
their hypotheses by changing the distribution over the training examples as a function
of the errors made by previously generated hypotheses [FS].

Opitz et al (1999) compared the performance of bagging and boosting ensemble
techniques using Decision Trees and neural networks as the base classifier. The results
showed that bagging generally produced an increase in accuracy for both DTs and
NNs, whilst the results for boosting were more varied. Boosting increased accuracy
even when compared to bagging on some datasets but on others performed worse than
a single classifier. The authors suggest an explanation for this may be Boosting’s sen-
sitivity to noise, supporting the conjecture of Freund and Schapire (1996) [FS]. The
study also investigated the effect of increasing the number of component classifiers
used in an ensemble and found that the largest gains in accuracy occur with the first
few additional classifiers, with little increase occurring beyond 25 classifiers. Breiman
et al (1996) also investigated the effect of increasing the number of bootstrap repli-
cates, measuring the misclassification rates for 10, 25 50 and 100 bootstrap replicates.
The experimental data had an unbagged error rate of 29.1%, which reduced to 21.8%
when 10 bootstrap replicates were used. Increasing this number further, however, only
reduced the error rate to 19.4%, 19.3% and 19.3% for 25, 50 and 100 replicates re-
spectively [Bre96a].
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3.3.4.3 Random Forests

Random forests (RF) possess a number of advantages over other ensemble techniques
and have been widely applied in the field of Life Sciences, particularly emphomics data
(proteomics, genomics, metabolomics, transcriptomics) where the number of attributes
can often be vast [FPF10]. RFs combine two methods to build classification models,
namely bagging and random feature selection. As such they introduce randomness in
two, possibly complimentary areas. Sampling with replacement is conducted as with
standard bagging, producing bootstrap samples for training that contain n number of in-
stances randomly drawn with replacement from the learning set of n instances [RŠ04].
A random set of attributes is then generated and the base model is constructed using
only those attributes using the Gini index discussed in Section 3.3.2.4 as the splitting
attribute selection mechanism. In a paper focusing on possible ways to improve RFs,
Robnik-Sikonja (2004) suggests that the use of the Gini index does have a disadvan-
tage in that it evaluates each attribute independently and does not take into account
the context of other attributes, which may result in poor performance. The alternative
examined by the author was to use a combination of impurity measures, such as Gain
ratio, ReleifF [RŠK03] and MDL. Combining attribute evaluation measures for split
selection was found to result in a slight increase in performance especially evident on
data sets with highly dependent attributes [RŠ04], however combinations of attribute
selection measures were not investigated in this study.

Base DTs are constructed using the CART method [Sti84] [OS84]. Pruning mech-
anisms typically used to make DTs more general and less prone to overfitting are not
necessary in RFs and are generally not performed. The rationale for this is that any
individual tree suffering from overfitting training data only contributes a single un-
weighted vote in the ensemble and as a result will be ‘smoothed out once all the votes
are counted. For this reason RFs are generally not susceptible to overfitting and noise.
An alternative to selecting a random vector of attributes to split on is to create random
linear combinations of attributes and use them to establish splitting criteria on which
to build a decision tree [Leo01]. This approach may be more suitable than the previous
method when the number of attributes available is small. As only a subset of attributes
are considered for splitting each node, Random Forests can generally be constructed
more quickly than other bagging or boosting methods.

Breiman (2001) also addressed the question of how many attributes to select ran-
domly for splitting. The results were found to be insensitive to the number of attributes,
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with one or two features giving near optimum results [Leo01]. The other main pa-
rameter in RF and other ensemble techniques is the number of classifiers to include.
Breiman (2001) found that most reductions on test-set errors occurred with the addition
of as few as ten classifiers, with some measurable improvements for up to 25 classifiers
for Adaboosting and Arcing, at which point the graphs appeared to have asympoted to
a plateau [Leo01].

The main advantages of RF algorithms are summarised by Breiman et al (2001)
[Leo01] as:

1. It’s accuracy is as good as Adaboost and sometimes better.

2. It is relatively robust to outliers and noise.

3. It is faster than bagging or boosting.

4. It gives useful internal estimates of error, strength, correlation and variable im-
portance.

5. It is simple and easily parallelised.

3.3.4.4 Option Trees and Alternating Decision Trees

Option trees attempt to combine the accuracy of ensemble learning models but still
produce a single, interpretable decision tree as an output. The strategy involves the
introduction of a new type of internal node, an option node. When a tuple being pro-
cessed by the model reaches an option node, all branches are followed. This means
that the tuple will arrive at more than one leaf node. The results of each of these leaf
nodes are then combined to give an overall classification. Giving each node an equal
vote is not particularly useful for binary splitting option nodes, as a majority will only
be reached if both outcomes are the same. A more sophisticated approach is to use
probability estimates for each leaf node at which the tuple arrives to combine into an
overall result.

Alternating Decision Trees also include option nodes (referred to as prediction
nodes). They represent binary splits where each branch is assigned either a positive
or negative value. For a given tuple, all the numbers from every possible path through
the tree are summed and the class value assigned depending on whether the sum is a
positive or negative value. They are grown using a boosting algorithm with every node
in the decision tree being considered for replacement by a prediction node [FM99].
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3.3.4.5 Stacking

Stacking is similar to bagging and boosting in that the class predictions of multiple
base models are combined to provide an overall classification. The difference is that
whilst bagging and boosting are generally applied to base models of the same kind,
i.e. decision trees, stacking is used to combine the predictions of different types of
classification models. Rather than a simple voting system as before, stacking uses
the concept of a metalearner to combine base level predictions. An instance to the
ensemble model has as many attributes as there are base models, with the prediction
of each model stored in one of the attributes. Rather than using the same training data
from the base level to train the metamodel, a holdout set is used so as to avoid any bias
from the training data used to build the initial models.

3.3.5 Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM is a classification algorithm capable of classifying linear and non-linear data.
Instances that describe the boundaries or dichotomizing hyperplanes and the margins
of these boundaries are referred to as the support vectors and are used to train the
model. All other instances are irrelevant which makes the classification boundary in
SVMs more stable, as only the support vectors affect the position and orientation of
the hyperplane. SVMs are therefore insensitive to outliers and less prone to overfitting.
A disadvantage is that they are computationally expensive compared to other learning
algorithms such as Decision Trees. For non-linear data, kernel functions are used to
transform the original data into higher dimensional data until a separating hyperplane
is established.

3.3.6 Neural Networks (NN) and Backpropagation

Neural Networks provide another approach to building classification models. NN op-
erate by passing data from interconnected nodes or ‘neurons’, from input nodes to
output nodes either directly or via one or more hidden layers. Each connection has a
weight associated with it. Single layer perceptrons can approximate linear functions
of the inputs, whereas multilayer perceptrons, such as feed forward networks with hid-
den layers can implement non-linear relationships in the data. NN can be difficult to
interpret and are computationally more expensive than DTs, but are very insensitive to
noisy data and are capable of classifying patterns on which they were not trained.
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3.3.6.1 Basic Structure of a Multi-layer Feed-forward Network

The NN used in this project was a multi-layer feed-forward network. This type of NN
is described as fully connected as each unit has a connection to every unit in the next
layer. The feed-forward part of the name comes from the fact that data moves through
the network in one direction only, with no samples being fed back into previous layers.
The three types of layer are:

• Input layer - inputs are fed simultaneously into the neurons of the input layer

• Hidden layer(s) - the weighted outputs of the input layer are fed into the neurons
of the first hidden layer. The weighted outputs from these neurons are fed into
the next layer and so on.

• Output layer - one output neuron per class outcome is present in the output layer.
In a two class system it is possible to have just one output node, with the values
of 0 and 1.

The algorithm used to process data through the NN is described as follows:

• Initialise the weights - The weights from the input nodes are initialised. Training
data is then passed through the network. For each sample, the mean squared
error between the predicted class and the actual class is minimised by adjusting
the weights of each connection in a backward direction, from output node to
hidden layers to input node. Weights throughout the network are initially set
randomly. The values used are typically between -1 to 1. Each unit also has an
associated bias, which again is initially set randomly.

• Propagate the inputs forwards - Compute the net input and output of each node
in the hidden/output layers. The input to one of these nodes is calculated by a
linear combination of its inputs - each input connected to the unit is multiplied
by its weight and these are summed. A bias value is then added.

Backpropagation

I j = ∑
i

wi jOi +θ j (3.19)

where wi jOi is the weight of the connection from unit i in the previous layer to
unit j; Oi is the output from unit j in the previous layer; θ j is the bias of the unit.
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An activation function is then applied to the input of each hidden/output layer
node in the following way:

O j =
1

1+ e−I j
(3.20)

This is sometimes referred to as a squashing function as it maps a large input
domain to a smaller range, 0 to 1. This logistic function is capable of modelling
linearly inseparable classification problems, as it is non-linear and differentiable.

Backpropagate the error:

Weights and biases are updated according to the networks error rates. The error
rate for output layer units are calculated by

Error of unit j (output layer)

Err j = O j
(
1−O j

)(
Tj−O j

)
(3.21)

where O j is the actual output of unit j and Tj is the true output of unit j according
to the known class labels.

The output error rate for hidden layer units is calculated as

Error of unit j (Hidden layer)

Err j = O j
(
1−O j

)
∑
k

Errkw jk (3.22)

where w jk is the weight of the connection from unit j to unit k in the next layer
and Errk is the error rate of unit k

Weights and biases are updated to reflect the propagated errors. Weights are
updated by

∆wi j = (l)Err jOi (3.23)

Variable l is a constant called the learning rate.

Biases are updated by

∆θ j = (l)Err j (3.24)
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Variable l is a constant called the learning rate.

Case updating is when the weights and biases are updated after a single sam-
ple. Epoch updating is when the weights and biases are adjusted after the entire
training set has been processed through the network.

• Terminating Conditions - processing terminates when one of the following con-
ditions are met:

– All ∆wi j in the previous epoch were below a threshold

– The percentage of samples misclassified in the previous epoch fell below a
threshold

– The maximum number of iterations has been reached.

3.4 Evaluation

A range of supervised learning algorithms were assessed in terms of the ability to make
accurate predictions on the pass or fail status of LC-MS analyses. Various measures
were considered to quantify various aspects of performance. LC-MS data in this do-
main is a binary decision of pass or fail and as such there are four possible outcomes
for each analysis;

• True positive (TP) - Actual pass that was correctly predicted as a pass.

• True negative (TN) - Actual fail that was correctly predicted as a fail.

• False positive (FP) - Actual fail that was predicted as a pass.

• False negative (FN) - Actual pass that was predicted as a fail.

As an approximate measure, the overall success rate or accuracy and error rate for
predicted outcomes on test data can be used as a simple measure of the performance of
learning models. Accuracy is the number of correct classifications divided by the total
number of classifications and is calculated as shown in 3.25

accuracy =
T P+T N

T P+T N +FP+FN
(3.25)

Conversely, error rate is calculated simply as in 3.26

error rate = 1−accuracy (3.26)
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The kappa statistic is a measure of overall success rate that also takes into account
how many correct classifications would be expected from a random classifier. The
number of correct classifications expected by chance is deducted from the results for a
learning model yielding a percentage, with 100% indicating a perfect performance by
the model and 0% a performance no more accurate than would be expected by chance.

The error rate on training data, also called re-substitution error, is not a reliable
indication of performance as it will always be overly optimistic. The training data is
used to generate the model and so an optimal performance when the training data is
then run against the model would be expected.

Error rates on test data alone are insufficient to make the most meaningful compar-
isons between different learning models as no distinction is made between the different
types of misclassification. Two models could potentially have the same error rate but
perform differently, with one model poor at distinguishing false positive and the other
false negatives. Measures such as recall, precision and F-measure were also compared,
all of which examine the overall accuracy taking into account the different classifica-
tion errors.

Recall expresses the number of true positives as a percentage of the total number
of positives (3.27):

recall =
T P

T P+FN
(3.27)

Precision calculates how often a prediction of pass is correct by comparing the
number of true positives with the total predicted to be passes (3.28):

precision =
T P

T P+FP
(3.28)

F-measure combines recall and precision into a single value (3.29):

F-measure =
2× precision× recall

precision+ recall
=

2×T P
2×T P+FP+FN

(3.29)

In the domain of interest here, a classifier should behave conservatively, with a
low recall and high precision as the highest percentage of those analyses automatically
passed was desired, with any ambiguous analyses being sent for manual review.

As the true positive rate (TPR) of a classification model increases a cost is in-
curred in terms of the false positive rate (FPR). The optimum situation is one where
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an increase in TPR can be achieved with minimal increase in FPR. The relationship
between these two rates can be visualised using Receiver Operating Characteristic

curves (ROC) and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) describes the quality of the
classifier, a larger AUC signalling a better performance.

3.5 Cost-sensitive Classification

The classification algorithms discussed so far are designed to minimise zero-one loss

and assume equal costs for all types of misclassifications. As with many real world
data sets this assumption is incorrect for the LC-MS data analysed in this project. A
false positive result for an analysis could potentially lead to a low quality compound
being included in the screening collection. The reasons for failure could vary; the
purity was recorded as lower than 85%, an impurity more sensitive to UV absorption
was present, the compound could not be detected by UV or the compound was pure
but was a different structure to the one expected. For most high throughput screening
campaigns, activity in an assay is detected by a cluster of hits rather than a single
reactive compound.

Libraries of compounds are synthesised such that a number of compounds share a
similar parent structure or in other words occupy a similar point in the chemical space
represented by the screening set. As such, the inclusion of a compound with a false
positive classification is considered low-cost. Furthermore, it is possible that the com-
pound could show high activity in an assay despite the presence of an impurity or even
because of it. If such a compound was to pass through to lead optimisation screening,
it would be re-synthesised at which point any activity due to an impurity would be
elucidated. By contrast, a false negative could result in a high quality compound being
excluded from the screening collection or disposed of altogether. Given the costs as-
sociated with the design, synthesis, purification, transportation (often cross-continent),
and the potential cost of a highly active compound being excluded from screening, the
costs of false negative misclassifications are considered to be much higher. To address
this inequality, cost-sensitive classification was investigated.

3.5.1 Cost-sensitivity by Stratification

There are two well established approaches to achieve cost-sensitivity. The first is strat-

ification, where the proportion of members of a particular class are altered, either by
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oversampling or undersampling, to bias the classification model towards a particular
class outcome. For example, as false negative misclassifications are more costly than
false positives the proportion of failed analyses could be artificially increased in the
training data set to enhance the ‘focus’ of the classification algorithm on this class.
Whilst this approach was not applied in this project it is worth noting that a signifi-
cant proportion of the analytical data used has been generated from activities aiming
to increase the overall quality of the compound collection by specifically targeting sus-
pected low quality samples, so the numbers of failed analyses is somewhat higher than
would be routinely expected.

There are a number of problems with stratification as a strategy for cost-sensitivity.
If oversampling is used, computation time increases whereas if undersampling is used
not all the available data is included when constructing the classifier. The distribution
of instances is distorted with can impair the performance of the algorithm. Finally,
stratification is best suited to binary classification problems [Dom99b].

3.5.2 Cost-sensitivity via a Cost-matrix

The second method of cost-sensitivity is to use a cost matrix. Different costs for mis-
classifications can be defined as a cost matrix C(i,j) where i is the actual class and j is
the predicted class, as show below [EGJ09].

C(i, j) =

(
0 1
1 0

)
(3.30) C(i, j) =

(
−1 20
0.5 0

)
(3.31)

Equation 3.30 represents a cost matrix that assumes the same cost for FP and FN
misclassifications. Equation 3.30 defines a cost matrix that assigns a much higher cost
to FN misclassifications than to FP and ‘rewards’ TP more than TN by assigning a
negative score.

Such cost matrices can be applied in data mining in two ways. The first is cost eval-

uation where the cost matrix is applied to the predictions of a classifier, with the effect
of altering the assessment of performance according to the differing costs of misclassi-
fications. The second, more powerful approach is to make the classifier cost-sensitive
by incorporating the cost matrix during the construction of the classification model.
The first approach allows the evaluation of the predictions to be altered according to
costs, whereas the second alters the predictions themselves.
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3.5.3 MetaCost

Cost-sensitive classification models were investigated using the MetaCost meta-learner
[Dom99b]. MetaCost is not an algorithm for building classification models but rather
a ‘wrapper’ that can be used in conjunction with an arbitrary base classifier to make
the underlying classification algorithm consider a cost matrix during it’s construction.
MetaCost doesn’t make any changes to the base classifier and in fact has no knowledge
of it’s type, instead treating it like a black box. For this reason, MetaCost can be applied
to a range of different classification algorithms.

The basic idea of MetaCost is to relabel training examples with the estimated
minimal-cost class and then apply the error-based learner to the newly labelled training
set [Dom99b]. The effect of this relabelling is that the base classification model learns
according to the cost-minimising frontiers, rather than the zero-one loss frontiers of the
original dataset. It is this shift in the boundaries within the data that makes the under-
lying classification models cost-sensitive. Empirical assessment sof MetaCost found
that it almost always produces large cost reductions when compared to a cost-blind
classifier (C5.0) and to two forms of stratification (oversampling and undersampling).
It was also found to scale well on large data sets [Dom99b].

3.6 Summary of Classification Models

This section contains a list of the classification models investigated in this project and
some brief details of their notable features. A further summary and comparison is
provided in Table 3.2

• ADTree - alternating decision tree that uses boosting.

• BFTree - Builds decision trees using a best-first expansion of nodes. Pre- and
post-pruning methods are used and will yield different pruned tree structures
than depth-first strategies.

• DecisionStump - Builds one-level binary decision trees using either categorical
or numerical attributes

• FT - builds trees with linear functions at the leaves and uses C4.5s splitting
criterion to choose attributes to split on.

• J48 - Modified C4.5 algorithm. Generates a decision tree by recursive parti-
tioning. The split that gives the best information gain from all possible splits is
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selected. For continuous attributes, data at each node is sorted by the continuous
attribute and the entropy gain based on each distinct value are calculated in one
scan of the sorted data.

• LMT - builds logistic model trees

• NBTree - Hybrid decision tree/Naı̈ve Bayes.

• RandomForest - Constructs random forests by bagging ensembles of random
trees

• REPTree - Fast decision tree which builds a decision/regression tree using infor-
mation gain calculations to select the splitting criteria. Trees are pruned using
reduced error pruning. Values for numeric attributes are only split once to max-
imise speed.

• SimpleCart - uses a minimal cost-complexity pruning strategy as used in Clas-

sification and Regression Trees (CART). As subtrees are pruned the increase in
error rates on training data, relative to their size, is monitored and measured as
the value α. The average error rate per leaf of the subtree is considered. Prun-
ing continues with the subtrees exhibiting the smallest value of α being pruned
creating a sequence of successively smaller trees.

This chapter introduced the various steps involved in the KDD process and how
they were applied to the data studied in this project. The classification algorithms
used to build learner models were described, as were the methods of evaluation. The
principles of cost-sensitive classification were also discussed along with the methods
used to apply cost-sensitivity. Chapter 4 contains the results of the experimental work
on classification models.
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Chapter 4

Experiments

This chapter contains a description of the experiments on data mining and the results
obtained. The experiments are split into three categories; the effect of different meth-
ods of pruning on model complexity and performance, an evaluation of a range of
classification models and an evaluation of the effect of cost-sensitivity on classifica-
tion model performance. Variable importance measures are also described. Finally,
the chapter concludes with the results of the implementation of Random Forests using
Pipeline Pilot.

4.1 Pruning and Model Stability

Many studies have shown certain learning algorithms to be ‘unstable’, where small dif-
ferences in training data can produce large changes in the models produced, and there-
fore in classification accuracy [Bre96b] [LS97] [MO11]. Breiman et al 1996 found
that this was particularly true of decision trees and neural networks [Bre96b]. During
preliminary experiments in this project it was noted that when 10-fold cross valida-
tion was applied to training data the resultant models often varied substantially in size
and complexity. To investigate the effect of pruning on tree complexity, a number of
classification models were examined in terms of number of nodes/leaves and variance
in complexity, comparing unpruned models with several pre-pruning and post-pruning
techniques. This also allowed the effect of these various pruning methods to be evalu-
ated with regard to the ability to generate smaller, more generalised trees. Finally, the
effect of this reduction in complexity was evaluated using several measures of predic-
tive accuracy to investigate the effect of pruning on performance.

The data set Set 100k (Table 3.2.2) was used to build DTs using various pruning

75
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methods and included the attributes listed in Section 3.2.4. 10-fold cross validation
was applied in each case to produce sets of ten DTs. The average, standard deviation
and variance of both the number of leaf nodes and the total number of nodes in the trees
were recorded. Measurements of accuracy, precision, recall, ROC area, kappa statis-
tics and FP/FN rates were considered to evaluate the performance of each algorithm
and pruning method. These performance measures were calculated by combining the
results of all ten models in each set. The results are shown in Table 4.1.

4.1.1 J48 Pruning

Sets of ten DTs were generated using the J48 DT algorithm firstly with no pruning
with the minimum number of instances per leaf node set to 1. This set was compared
to J48 with subtree raising (Section 3.3.3.2), reduced error pruning (Section 3.3.3.2)
and a minimum number of instances per leaf node of 100 (Section 3.3.3.1). Whilst
subtree raising and reduced error pruning produce smaller DTs the largest reduction in
both number of leaf nodes and overall tree complexity was achieved by the minimum
instances threshold. The results are summarised in Figure 4.1. All pruning approaches
caused a slight increase in overall accuracy, precision and ROC area compared to the
unpruned models. All reduced the FP rate but the FN rate increased from 0.114 to
0.125 for reduced error pruning and reduced error pruning combined with subtree rais-
ing and to 0.124 for minimum number of instances set at 100. The largest reduction in
tree complexity was achieved using the minimum instances threshold, reduced from a
mean number of nodes of 1271.4 to 43.4. Whilst there was some instability in the sets
of J48 models, the standard deviation and variance in all cases was low (see Table 4.1).

4.1.2 BFTree Pruning

Sets of 10 BFTree models were constructed using 10-fold cross validation. Pre-pruning
(with and without 1SE), post-pruning and minimum number of instances were com-
pared to a set of unpruned DTs. The pre-pruning technique implemented in the BFTree
algorithm is best-first based pre-pruning where further splitting is stopped when it ap-
pears to increase the error rate as described in Shi 2007 [Shi07b]. The post-pruning
strategy for BFTree works by building all training folds in parallel. An average error
estimate is calculated for the temporary trees in all fold, producing a sequence of er-
ror rates for each expansion. The number of expansions with the minimum error rate
is selected as the number of splits and a final tree is then generated according to this
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Figure 4.1: Pruning methods for the J48 DT algorithm

number [Shi07b].

Again, the most effective strategy at reducing tree complexity was the application
of a minimum number of instances per leaf node as shown in Figure 4.2 . The three
other pruning techniques reduced tree size significantly and also produced sets of mod-
els with greater variance than the unpruned or minimum threshold sets. All pruning
methods produced more generalised trees with minor increases in accuracy, precision,
recall and ROC area. Pruned DTs also showed an decrease in FP rates and an increase
in FN rates.

4.1.3 SimpleCART Pruning

Unpruned DTs were generated using the SimpleCART algorithm and compared to
cost complexity pruning (Section 3.3.3.3) with and without 1SE (Section 3.3.3.4) and
a minimum number of instances per leaf node of 100 (Section 3.3.3.1). The results are
summarised in Figure 4.3 All three pruning methods caused a large reduction in tree
complexity from a mean number of nodes of 3,956 for the unpruned DTs compared to
121.8, 61.2 and 84.8 for cost complexity pruning, cost complexity pruning with 1SE
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Figure 4.2: Pruning methods for BFTree algorithm

and minimum instances threshold respectively. Again, despite such large reductions in
tree size, the accuracy, precision, recall and ROC area all showed minor improvements
for the pruning methods. Variance among sets of DTs was lower for SimpleCART than
with J48 showing that this algorithm was also stable when constructed using the vector
of attributes described in Section 3.2.4.

4.1.4 Functional Tree and Logistic Model Tree pruning

The FT algorithm has a built in post-pruning method that constructs functional leaves
using a bottom-up, post-order strategy. Estimations of static error (estimated error if
the node were a leaf) and back-up error, described as the ‘weighted sum of the estima-
tion of the errors of all subtrees of the current node’ [Gam04] are calculated. Nodes are
converted to leaves if the back-up error is greater than or equal to the static error. The
algorithm also applies a boosting mechanism, as described in Section 3.3.4.2. A mini-
mum number of instances threshold of 100 was also applied to a set of 10 FT models
to investigate the affect of this type of additional pre-pruning. The application of this
threshold reduced tree complexity from a mean of 483.4 to 46.8 with a minor increase
in all the performance measures with the exception of the FN rate, which increased
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Figure 4.3: Pruning methods for SimpleCart DT algorithm

from 0.119 to 0.128.

The LMT algorithm also contains the cost complexity pruning method (Section
3.3.3.3) employed by SimpleCART. In the paper by Landwehr et al 2005, the authors
note that correctly pruned logistic model trees will usually be much smaller than or-
dinary classification trees due to the complexity of regression functions at the leaves
[LHF05]. This was found to be the case with the application of a minimum number of
instances threshold of 100 resulting in little reduction in tree complexity, as shown in
Figure 4.4.

4.1.5 Summary of Results for Pruning Methods

With the exception of LMT, which generated compact models using the in-built prun-
ing methods discussed earlier, the application of a minimum number of instances per
leaf node of 100 was found to have the most significant effect on reducing tree size
and complexity, with a minor increase in performance on test data sets. This suggests
some degree of overfitting on training data with unpruned models, with large numbers
of nodes created at the lower levels of DTs where the number of instances passing
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Figure 4.4: FT and LMT

these decision points was less than 100, or <0.1%. At these decision points, the split-
ting criteria were calculated as the ‘best’ attribute to split on, but none of the available
attributes were particularly useful in terms of further partitioning of the instances that
reached those nodes. A minimum instances threshold of 0.1% was selected as the
most effective pruning method and was applied to subsequent classification models,
sometimes in combination with other post-pruning methods.

The BFTree algorithm with pre- and post-pruning was found to produce the most
unstable models. The remaining DTs were found to show low variance with regard
to model size and complexity, suggesting these algorithms produced stable trees when
constructed with the attributes described in Section 3.2.4.

4.2 Evaluation of Classification Models

A number of classification models were evaluated with regards to the models’ ability
to predict the pass/fail outcome for each integrated peak of LC-MS analyses. In accor-
dance with a “simplicity-first” approach to data mining, learning models of increasing
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complexity were evaluated, beginning with simple classification rules and progress-
ing through more complex algorithms. The data set Set 500k (Table 3.2.2) was used
to construct each of the models listed in Table 4.2. Various aspects of the models’
performance were evaluated using the methods described in Section 3.4. The preci-
sion, recall, f-measure and ROC area are combined values for pass and fail outcomes.
The false positive rate is the rate of failed peaks misclassified as passes and the false
negative rate represents passed peaks misclassified as fails.

Table 4.2: Performance of Classification Models
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ZeroOne 85.95% 0.739 0.86 0.795 0.5 0 0 1
DecisionStump 94.84% 0.949 0.948 0.949 0.902 0.7899 0.033 0.164
SMO 96% 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.913 0.8331 0.022 0.152
FT 97.43% 0.974 0.974 0.974 0.954 0.891 0.01 0.121
NaiveBayes 93.28% 0.947 0.933 0.937 0.977 0.7572 0.068 0.064
REPTree 97.27% 0.972 0.973 0.972 0.978 0.8831 0.009 0.139
J48 97.38% 0.973 0.974 0.973 0.979 0.8883 0.009 0.128
J48 (Bagging) 97.44% 0.974 0.974 0.974 0.981 0.8908 0.009 0.128
SimpleCART 97.86% 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.986 0.9102 0.007 0.105
ADTree 97.10% 0.971 0.971 0.971 0.991 0.8762 0.011 0.14
Multilayer 97.31% 0.973 0.973 0.973 0.991 0.8859 0.011 0.124
NBTree 97.60% 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.994 0.8988 0.01 0.108
LMT 97.84% 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.994 0.9084 0.008 0.103
RF (5 trees) 99.88% 0.999 0.999 0.999 1 0.9952 0 0.005
RF (10 trees) 99.97% 1 1 1 1 0.999 0 0.001
RF (20 trees) 99.99% 1 1 1 1 0.9999 0 0
RF (50 trees) 100% 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

Due to the majority of integrated peaks being fails, the ZeroOne algorithm simply
predicted the class of all peaks as fail and was accurate for 85.95% of instances. Clearly
this rule is of no use in making predictions, reflected in a Kappa score of zero, a FP
rate of zero and a FN rate of one. It is useful however in establishing a baseline against
which the other classification models can be compared. The single test on percent

purity by UV produced by the Decision Stump, the output of which is displayed in
Figure 4.5, is successful in predicting a large number of instances, with measurements
of 0.949 and 0.902 for f-measure and ROC area respectively. This highlights the fact
that as expected, the attribute percent purity by UV is the single most important variable
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Classifications
percent_purity_uv <= 78.725 : fail
percent_purity_uv > 78.725 : pass
percent_purity_uv is missing : fail

Class distributions
percent_purity_uv <= 78.725
pass: 0.026895335190230442 fail: 0.9731046648097695

percent_purity_uv > 78.725
pass: 0.8048857346413109 fail: 0.1951142653586891

percent_purity_uv is missing
pass: 0.14049393336200774 fail: 0.8595060666379922

Figure 4.5: Decision Stump output

in the decision of pass or fail, as confirm by the results of variable importance discussed
in Section 4.4.

The more sophisticated algorithms all increased predictive performance of the re-
maining instances, with Random Forests (RF) showing the highest performance on all
measures (see Table 4.2). All RF models showed high accuracy with very few mis-
classification even when using an ensemble of 5 trees. Increasing the number of trees
combined to 10, 20 and 50 trees produced marginal increases in accuracy, with the 50
tree RF achieving 100% accuracy.

The ROC Area curves generated by a selection of the algorithms from Table 4.2
are shown in Figure 4.6

4.3 Cost Sensitive Classification using MetaCost

The MetaCost algorithm [Dom99b] was used as a wrapper to convert the base classi-
fiers into cost-sensitive models, as described in Section 3.5, using the following cost
matrix:

C(i, j) =

(
0 10
2 0

)
(4.1)

The values in the cost matrix were used to reflect the relative high cost of false
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Figure 4.6: Examples of ROC charts for classification models from Table 4.2
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negative classifications after preliminary experimentation with different misclassifica-
tion costs. These values were found to be satisfactory at reducing the FN rates without
too great a cost being incurred in the increase of FP misclassifications, as was the case
with higher ratios of costs for FP and FN.

The results of performance of the various classification models using MetaCost are
shown in Table 4.3. The ROC area curves for the MetaCost models are shown in Figure
4.7.

Table 4.3: Performance of Classification Models using MetaCost cost-sensitivity

Model A
cc
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y

Pr
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FP
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FN
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J48 96.11% 0.965 0.961 0.962 0.957 0.8485 0.035 0.064
ADTree 91.42% 0.944 0.914 0.922 0.974 0.7127 0.096 0.022
NBTree 96.63% 0.97 0.966 0.967 0.99 0.8685 0.032 0.046
LMT 96.74% 0.971 0.967 0.968 0.991 0.8728 0.031 0.043
ZeroOne 85.95% 0.739 0.86 0.795 0.5 0 0 1
SMO 95.99% 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.913 0.8328 0.022 0.151
Multilayer 85.95% 0.739 0.86 0.795 0.5 0 0 1
REPTree 96.37% 0.965 0.964 0.964 0.941 0.855 0.028 0.085
DecisionStump 94.84% 0.949 0.948 0.949 0.902 0.7898 0.033 0.163
NaiveBayes 89.18% 0.934 0.892 0.903 0.971 0.6534 0.12 0.035
RF (5 trees) 98.98% 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.996 0.9593 0.011 0.004
RF (10 trees) 99.02% 0.991 0.99 0.99 0.997 0.9606 0.011 0.001
RF (20 trees) 99.08% 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.997 0.963 0.011 0
RF (50 trees) 99.09% 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.998 0.9632 0.011 0

4.3.1 Analysis of the effect of MetaCost on classification perfor-
mance

The effect of applying the MetaCost wrapper to each classification model was assessed
in terms of changes to the rates of false positive and false negative misclassifications.
Figure 4.8 shows the FN rates for each classifier with and without the application of
MetaCost. All the models show a significant reduction in FN rates, with the exception
of Decision Stump, where the the FN rate reduction was insignificant and the RF mod-
els, where the FN rate was very low for 5 trees and zero for 10 and 20 trees. The most
significant reduction was for ADTree, with an FN rate of 0.14 for the cost insensitive
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Figure 4.7: Examples of ROC charts for MetaCost models from Table 4.3
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model and 0.022 using MetaCost.

Figure 4.8: A comparison of false negative rates for cost-insensitive and MetaCost
classification models

Figure 4.9 shows the FP rates for each classifier with and without the application
of MetaCost. With the exception of Decision Stump, all models produced a higher
FP rate when MetaCost was applied. Again, the ADTree classifier showed the largest
increase in FP rate. All three RF models showed increased rates of FP but as the FN
rates were close to zero for the cost-insensitive models, the application of MetaCost in
these cases incurred a penalty in terms of increased FP rates without the benefit of a
corresponding reduction in FN rates.

The overall effect of cost sensitivity is summarised in Figure 4.10 showing the
change in FP and FN rates for each model.

4.4 Variable Importance

In the domain of structure identity and purity by LC-MS under investigation in this
project, the two main variables that determine the outcome of an analysis are percent
purity by UV and spectral purity by MS. It is these two values that are considered in the
current system to label an analysis as pass or fail, with results that pass other criteria
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Figure 4.9: A comparison of false positive rates for cost-insensitive and MetaCost
classification models

Figure 4.10: Changes in false positive and false negative rates for cost-insensitive and
MetaCost classification models
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for UV peak height, UV peak width and CAD peak area labelled as automatically
passed (see Figure 2.4). Variable importance was assessed to establish if indeed these
five criteria are the most powerful as predicting the class outcome of analysis events,
or if any of the other attributes also make a contribution. Such measures of variable
importance were investigated using two techniques; empirically using a measure of
chi-squared using JMP software package and by applying an increasing amount of pre-
pruning and measuring which attributes were eliminated from DTs. More important
attributes remained as the amount of pre-pruning increased.

4.4.1 Variable Importance using chi-squared

A classification and regression DT model was generated using JMP, similar to the Sim-
pleCART implementation in WEKA. The DT generated is shown in Figure 4.11. The
number of splits in which each variable was included, and the contribution measured
using the G2 (likelihood-ratio chi-square), similar to that discussed in Section 3.3.2.5
on pruning. Table 4.4 lists each variable, ordered according to the G2 value in descend-
ing order. As expected, the two variable with the largest contribution to class outcome
were percent purity uv (748030.80) and horz max ms (240759.26), with get cad percent

also scoring highly (47612.42). In addition, get closest peak and uv peak height made
significant contributions to classification, with cad start, retention time and cad stop

also contribution to the partitioning of data. A notable finding in these results is the
zero values for two of the criteria that are used to confirm an auto-pass in the current
LC-MS system, namely uv peak width and cad peak area, suggesting that the inclu-
sion of these two attributes in the auto-pass function is redundant.

4.4.2 Variable Importance using Elimination by Pre-pruning

A second approach to establishing variable importance was performed by generating a
number of J48 DTs using 10-fold cross validation. The level of pre-pruning was incre-
mentally increased using the minimum number of instances per leaf node threshold,
from 50 to 225 increasing by 25 each step. For each set the number of occurrences of
each attribute were recorded across all folds. The results are summarised in Table 4.5.

As with the chi-squared assessment of variable importance in Section 4.4.2 the
most important variables appear from these results to be percent purity uv, horz max ms

and get cad percent, which all appeared in the DT for all folds and for all levels of
pruning. The attributes retention time and get closest peak showed a reduction in the
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Table 4.4: Variable Importance measured using Chi-squared
Attribute Number of splits Chi-squared
percent purity uv 7 748030.80
horz max ms 6 240759.26
get cad percent 8 47612.42
get closest peak 3 4271.20
uv peak height 1 2286.99
cad start 2 1564.71
retention time 1 889.83
cad stop 1 569.35
num of peaks 0 0.00
uv peak width 0 0.00
cad peak area 0 0.00
cad peak width 0 0.00
dad start 0 0.00
dad stop 0 0.00

Figure 4.11: Classification and regression tree generated by JMP
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Table 4.5: Performance of Classification Models
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percent purity uv 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
horz max ms 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
get cad percent 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
retention time 10 10 8 6 7 9 7 6 2
get closest peak 10 10 10 9 7 5 3 2 1
num of peaks 8 8 4 1 1 0 0 0 0
uv peak width 6 6 2 0 1 2 0 0 0
uv peak height 4 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 0
cad peak width 6 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
cad peak area 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

number of folds in which they occurred but both were present in all levels of pruning.
No models contained a split using cad peak area which supports the assertion that
this variable offers no value in determining the class outcome. Other results appear
to contradict the chi-squared values calculated during the construction of the CART
tree. Both uv peak width and cad peak width had a chi-squared value of zero but were
included in some of the J48 models. They were however, eliminated by the time a
minimum instances threshold of 200 had been applied, suggesting that the importance
of these variables was low. As a cost complexity pruning method was applied to the
CART tree in Section 4.4.2 it is assumed that any nodes where these two attributes
were involved were pruned prior to the chi-squared values being calculated. From the
earlier data on unpruned DTs is it apparent that whilst attributes that have little actual
contribution to class outcomes will not be selected at the higher nodes in a decision
tree, further down towards the bottom the amount of data on which attributes are se-
lected for splitting is reduced. As a result, non-contributing attributes can by chance
appear to be the preferred attribute on which to split. This may account for the inclu-
sion of some attributes with zero chi-squared values when the amount of pruning is
low.
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4.4.3 Random Forest Implementation using Pipeline Pilot

From the initial experiments using the WEKA software platform, the highest perform-
ing classification model was found to be the RF algorithm (see Table 4.2). Further
experiments were carried out using Pipeline Pilot to investigate the performance of the
RF available in this software. The motivation for this was that much of the existing LC-
MS system is implemented in Pipeline Pilot so the barrier to future integration with the
current operational workflow would be low. In addition, the Pipeline Pilot model was
capable of outputting confidence statistics on all class predictions. This feature was
particularly desirable as it allows the partitioning of results into high confidence pre-
dictions (auto-pass and auto-fail) and low confidence predictions that require manual
review, one of the aims of this project.

The maximum amount of available data, Set Max (Table 3.1) was used to train and
test the RF models in Pipeline Pilot. Forests were constructed using 5, 10, 20, 50, 100
and 200 trees in the ensemble. The results of these experiments are shown in Table
4.6. All RF models showed high performance, with only the 5 tree model producing
any false negative classifications and even then the FN rate was 0.0054. The remaining
RF ensembles showed very little difference in performance when the number of trees
was increased supporting the assertion that most of the gains in accuracy occur with
the first few members of the ensemble [Leo01].

The RF models constructed using Pipeline Pilot were also assessed in terms of
the confidence measures with which predictions of class were made. An example of
the distribution of confidences from these RF models (10 tree version) is included in
Appendix D. The data for all models is summarised in Figure 4.12, which shows the
percentage of predictions that had a confidence value in excess of 90% (represented as
>0.9). A single-tree classification and regression model was included for comparison,
labelled RF TreeModel in Figure 4.12. All RF models were able to make more confi-
dent predictions of class outcomes compared to the single tree model. The proportion
of high confidence predictions declined as the number of trees in the ensemble was
increased, with the 5 tree ensemble showing the highest proportion of high confidence
predictions.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of Random Forest tree number on the percentage of high confidence
(>0.9) predictions



Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Discussion of Results

Quality assurance activities on new compounds entering the screening collection at As-
traZeneca are an essential activity to allow Compound Management to monitor, main-
tain and improve the overall quality of the screening collection. Low quality samples
entering screening have the potential to disrupt hit identification projects by introduc-
ing spurious results. Lead identification compounds are generally discovered from a
cluster of structurally similar, active compounds rather than a single hit, or singleton.
Despite this, it is important that the samples under investigation match the structures
against which they are registered into the corporate compound database. Similarly, im-
purities present in research compounds make the difficult job of establishing structure-
activity relationships even more challenging.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the ideal scenario would be the existence of a universal
method for identifying the structure and purity of research compounds and whilst the
combination of LC and MS is a ubiquitous technique for addressing this need, it is not
a panacea for compound quality. Although the majority of compounds can be success-
fully analysed using this approach, there are a small minority of structures where this
method is less effective. Ideally, an analyte would show a single, well defined peak in
the chromatography with high UV absorption and would be successfully ionised and
detected by MS, forming one of the simple adduct patterns the spectrometer has been
programmed to look for. Figure 2.2 shows the number of peaks integrated for analyses
and confirms that this clear chromatographic separation of a single peak is rarely the
case, with 5 integrated peaks being much more common. A typical LC-MS result from

95
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this domain is less complex than in some other application of LC-MS, notably the var-
ious omics. In proteomics studies the integrated peaks can number in the hundreds,
which then have to be matched to known ‘fingerprints’ often using reference databases
[YI98], [BGMY04], [Sun04]. The comparative simplicity of the LC-MS results under
investigation in this project is exposed by the fact that a brief review by a domain expert
is often all that is required to confirm the outcome as a pass or fail. This situation is
reflected in the data mining activities studied in this project. The domain of analysis by
LC-MS is clearly ‘solvable’ using KDD and data mining, with even very simple rules
such as Decision Stump showing high accuracy at predicting outcomes. It is, however,
important to realise that as mentioned, most analyses produce multiple peaks and only
one peak per analysis can by definition be considered a pass resulting in highly imbal-
anced data. This means that an obviously useless model that predicted all peaks as fails
would be correct in approximately 85% of cases. The real battleground for the devel-
opment of high performing classification models is therefore, not in the classification
of the majority of cases, but for the outliers at the fringe where the situation is more
complex and requires more sophisticated algorithms that can examine the subtleties of
the data to make accurate predictions. This has been successfully achieved by includ-
ing the additional derived attributes discussed in Section 3.2.3.6 when constructing
classification models.

5.1.1 A Review of the Current Auto-pass Function

By far the most important attributes to consider are the percent purity by UV and the
spectral purity by MS. This assumption was supported throughout this project by the
construction of all classification models and by the investigations into variable impor-
tance discussed in Section 4.4. As described by Figure 2.4, it is these two critical
attributes that dictate the initial labelling of results as passed or failed, subsequently
confirmed or overwritten during the review stage. The original approach was to use
three other attributes as ‘supporting evidence’ of a pass result (UV peak height, UV
peak width and CAD peak area) with any analysis satisfying all five criteria labelled as
an automatic pass. These tests were performed on the single peak most likely to repre-
sent a pass, identified by the ‘peak of interest’ function described in Section 3.2.3.5.

The philosophy applied to the original design of this process was one of caution.
The inclusion of these five features in the application of an auto-pass label were thought
to provide strong evidence that the results of the analysis confirmed the purity and
structural identity of the analyte. In addition, the threshold values applied to these
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features were set deliberately high, increasing the number of samples that would be
diverted for manual review but lessening the risk of false positives. The algorithms
generated in this project have revealed this to be the case, particularly with regard to
the value of spectral purity, which must currently exceed 30% for a sample to be con-
sidered a pass. The classification models generated often partitioned data on a figure of
approximately 8-11% spectral purity, with further splitting on other attributes in lower
nodes. Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 all show extracts from the J48, J48 with
bagging and REPTree models. The full decision trees are included in Appendix E. In
all three cases, the split on spectral purity (horz max ms) uses a value of 9.38%, 8.17%
and 8.93% respectively, with further splitting using other attributes further down the
tree. When used in combination with these other attributes these much lower values for
spectral purity were found to be optimal at accurately classifying the data, supporting
the assertion that the value of 30% used historically was indeed overly conservative.

horz_max_ms > 9.38
| | percent_purity_uv <= 84.97
| | | get_cad_percent <= 87.1
| | | | percent_purity_uv <= 83.3: fail (1578.0/619.0)
| | | | percent_purity_uv > 83.3: pass (595.0/240.0)
| | | get_cad_percent > 87.1: pass (673.0/210.0)
| | percent_purity_uv > 84.97: pass (37622.0/711.0)

Figure 5.1: Extract from J48

percent_purity_uv > 79.02
| horz_max_ms <= 8.17: fail (7902.0/665.0)
| horz_max_ms > 8.17
| | percent_purity_uv <= 84.97
| | | get_cad_percent <= 86.7
| | | | percent_purity_uv <= 83.22: fail (1442.0/563.0)
| | | | percent_purity_uv > 83.22: pass (619.0/253.0)
| | | get_cad_percent > 86.7: pass (681.0/220.0)
| | percent_purity_uv > 84.97: pass (37833.0/786.0)

Figure 5.2: Extract from J48 with Bagging

What is perhaps more interesting is that the most important variables that were
found to contribute to the classification were not the five originally used in the auto-
pass function, but were some of the derived attributes; get cad percent and get closest peak

(see Section 3.2.3.6 and Table 4.4). Although these attributes are applied to each peak
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percent_purity_uv >= 79.02
| horz_max_ms < 8.93 : fail (8064/712) [3951/396]
| horz_max_ms >= 8.93
| | percent_purity_uv < 85
| | | get_cad_percent < 87.25 : fail (2142/976) [993/450]
| | | get_cad_percent >= 87.25 : pass (643/201) [335/101]
| | percent_purity_uv >= 85 : pass (37725/749) [18867/395]

Figure 5.3: Extract from REPTree

individually, they both have the characteristic of placing each peak ‘in the context’ of
the other peaks in an analysis event.

The inclusion of these attributes was a recommendation following early discussions
with domain experts. The attribute get cad percent is an alternative representation of
the value of cad peak area, expressed as a percentage of the total CAD area accounted
for by each peak rather than using arbitrary units which may vary between different
instruments. The results show that this was indeed a powerful attribute, with only
percent purity uv and horz max ms having higher chi-squared measures of variable
importance (Table 4.4).

The attribute get closest peak was included in an attempt to identify a particular
type of issue. The LC-MS instruments perform the task of identifying each eluted peak
when processing raw data. Although this is generally successful, sometimes a slight
aberration or ‘shoulder’ during chromatography can cause the instrument to incorrectly
divide a single peak into two. This effect is described in the simplified representation
of a chromatogram in Figure 5.4. The get closest peak attribute measures the distance
in retention time from each peak to the closest peak, eluted either before or after in the
chromatogram and was used to try to identify these types of integration problems. The
chi-squared value for this attribute suggests that it was successful in doing this, with a
large get closest peak increasing the likelihood that a peak was predicted as a fail.

In conclusion, the application of the data mining approach investigated in this study
negates the need to identify the ‘peak of interest’, as it is applied to every peak, and
increases the predictive capability of the current system for classifying the outcome of
analyses.
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Figure 5.4: Detection of peak integration errors using the get closest peak attribute

5.1.2 Application of Classification Models into the LC-MS Work-
flow

The highest performing classification model investigated in this project was the Ran-
dom Forest, with an accuracy close to 100% when using 20 and 50 tree ensembles. A
confidence measure on the predictions made by a Random Forest model will allow a
new workflow system to automatically label analytical results as pass or fail with far
fewer analyses requiring a manual review. As predictions are made on each individual
peak, the results of these peaks could be aggregated into an overall result for the anal-
ysis. For example, if a single peak from an analysis has a predicted pass with a high
confidence, the analysis can be labelled as passed. If all peaks are predicted fails with
a high confidence the analysis can be labelled as failed. If any of the peaks have pre-
dictions where the confidence level is low, these analyses can be flagged as requiring a
manual review by an LC-MS technician. Preliminary analysis using a Random Forest
model in Pipeline Pilot show the results of this strategy on the data currently stored in
the operational LC-MS database (Section 4.4.3).

In order to assess the impact of a system as described above an analysis was per-
formed on the test data used to evaluate the Random Forest (10 trees) in Pipeline Pi-
lot. All 773,176 peaks were grouped into their respective samples, producing 175,893
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unique analyses. Various confidence thresholds, referred to as min conf, were inves-
tigated to test the effect on the number of analyses that would require a manual re-
view. Each group was then tested to see if any ’pass’ predictions were present. If
found the samples were labelled as auto-pass if the confidence on pass predictions
was >min conf and pass-requires-review if <min conf. For samples where all peaks
were predicted as failed, the value of the prediction with the lowest confidence was
tested, with >min conf labelled as auto-fail and those with at least one prediction
where the confidence was <min conf labelled as fail-requires-review. The results are
summarised in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of automatic and manual reviews for current LC-MS system
versus Random Forest approach

For comparison, the current LC-MS system was able to automatically pass 59,497
analyses with the remaining 116,396 (66.2%) requiring a manual review. When the RF
model is applied to the LC-MS test data, the number of analyses requiring a manual
review drops to 77,840 (44.3%) with min conf set at 95% and 40,688 (23.2%) when
min conf is relaxed to 80%. Following discussions with domain experts, a figure of
90% for min conf was considered a suitable compromise between accuracy and a re-
duction in the number of manual reviews. This figure could be adjusted to suit the
requirements of specific LC-MS processes, however, as the importance of accuracy
may vary for different activities.

When min conf was set to 90% the number of analyses requiring manual review
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dropped to 64,087 (36.4%), a 45% reduction in the number of manual reviews. Within
the 111,806 analyses automatically passed there would have been no FN misclassifi-
cations and only 2,848 (2.5%) FP results. Clearly this is a significant reduction in the
amount of resource required in terms of reviews by expert LC-MS technicians. For the
data included in this test set alone, 52,309 analyses would have been removed from the
manual review process.

5.1.2.1 Quantifying the Effect of RF Models on CM Resources

The introduction of the current LC-MS system in CM UK, AstraZeneca allowed a
stepwise increase in throughputs compared to the previous manual workflow, which
offered no opportunities to automatically pass or fail results. The number of samples
analysed per month reached 10,000 after the first three months of operation. The past
few years have seen a steady rise in throughputs with the number of analyses per month
now averaging around 25,000. This rise may be due to several factors, including en-
hancements to the LC-MS system, familiarity of users with the review GUI and an
increase in knowledge and experience of some users. Most of the reviewing has been
carried out by two domain experts, with some assistance from other staff. When com-
bined, the estimated time spent performing these reviews is 15 hours per week, or 40%
of a full-time employee (FTE). This estimate is based on a domain expert with in-depth
knowledge and experience of how to interpret LC-MS analytical data. The figure of
15 hours could be considerably higher for less experienced LC-MS technicians. The
application of the RF Model using a confidence threshold of 90% on predictions would
reduce this time from 15 hours to 8.25 hours, or from 40% of one FTE to 22%. The
total cost of an AstraZeneca FTE is estimated to be $250,000 per year. The recom-
mendations from this project would therefore equate to an annual saving of $45,000.
Alternatively, if the same amount of resource was assigned to the manual review pro-
cess, the current number of analyses per month could potentially rise from 25,000 to
over 45,000 due to the reduced number of analyses entering the manual review process.

Aside from the savings in resources, other benefits are expected resulting from the
implementation of the RF model. The manual review process requires a high level of
concentration and the repetitive nature of this work can lead to fatigue and occasional
mistakes in interpretation even for the most experienced technicians. As discussed
in Section 3.3.4.3, Random Forests are robust in terms of outliers as anomalies in a
particularly DT are often ‘outvoted’ by the other trees in the ensemble. The RF model
could therefore be expected to outperform domain experts and reduce the number of
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misclassifications on future data.

5.1.3 Data Mining as a Complimentary Approach to Quality As-
surance

The main objective of quality assurance by LC-MS performed by CM is to confirm the
quality of compounds in the corporate collection. The data gathered by these activities
has also been used for more investigative research into compound stability. As well as
the binary decision on quality, which has been the focus of this project, other annota-
tions are added to LC-MS results, such as the mass identified if found to be different
than that expected. This has allowed work on degradation patterns to be investigated
which has looked for links between particular chemical structures and instability in
DMSO [CSA], [CS09]. The classification of LC-MS results using the data mining
methods discussed are extremely useful for automating the routine quality assessment
of compounds but are not capable of identifying the degradation patterns identified by
domain experts during data review. As such, the data mining approach to classification
should be considered a complementary system rather than a complete replacement of
the current system. Instead, it presents an opportunity to split LC-MS activities into a
two-tier approach. These two distinct activities are described below:

• Tier 1: Routine quality assurance activities to confirm the structural identity
and purity of research compounds - these activities will utilise a Random Forest
classification model as reported by this project to provide a binary decision on
purity of compounds by LC-MS

• Tier 2: Experiments on compound instability - LC-MS analysis will be per-
formed on targeted sets of compounds and reviewed manually to investigate
degradation patterns such as redox reactions. This will involve a manual re-
view by a domain expert to annotate results with the mass found and therefore
allow an investigation into specific chemical degradation.

By decoupling these two distinct processes, the routine activities in tier 1, which
account for the vast majority of LC-MS activities, can be further automated freeing up
resources for tier 2 activities.
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5.1.4 Further Work

The predictions of LC-MS outcomes sought in this project are binary decisions on pass
or fail. As discussed previously this does not capture the full value of LC-MS activities
carried out by the UK Compound Management at AstraZeneca and the automating of
this process without the need for expert review as described does come at a cost; the
binary classification models are not capable of distinguishing the different reasons for
failures. There are, however, some steps that can be taken to address this issue. For
example, if an analysis was labelled as an auto-fail it could easily be checked to see if
any of the peaks for that analysis had a high value for purity by UV. By applying this
test, it would be possible to make a distinction between analyses where something was
found but it was not the correct mass and analyses where no substance was detected.
Similarly, data for auto-fail analyses could be examined to identify instances when the
analysis was not performed at all due to errors with the instruments. If there were
no integrated peaks or if all peaks were of particularly low quality (very low spectral
purity) this may indicate that the analysis itself has failed, a different situation from
the analysis being performed and producing a fail outcome. Rather than being flagged
as requiring a manual review, these analyses could be marked as erroneous results,
triggering a second analysis of the sample. This approach would further reduce the
number of analyses requiring manual review.

The next challenge in this domain is to not only be able to answer the question “was
the expected compound present?” but rather “from the analytical data, what was the
compound present?”. Previous activities by CM staff have suggested that many failed
LC-MS analyses are due to chemical changes and degradations in DMSO, such as ox-
idation or hydrolysis [CSA]. The results of LC-MS analyses can often be indicative
of these types of reactions, producing patterns that are recognisable to domain ex-
perts. By applying a KDD/data mining approach to data which further describes both
the chemical characteristics of the compounds being tested and the analytical results
of LC-MS, it may be possible to develop models capable of identifying compounds
that have degraded by reconstructing a value for molecular mass from the patterns of
degradation seen in LC-MS results. A simple example to illustrate this point would
be to check failed analyses for the presence of halogens such as chlorine or bromine.
Such elements produce recognisable patterns in LC-MS data following a degradation
that could help to identify what the compound was before the reaction took place. Be-
ing able to identify structure-stability relationships at the molecular level may allow a
data mining approach to be developed that is capable of answering the question “what
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was the compound present”. Success in this endeavour would combine the ability of
data mining to automate LC-MS interpretations and the valuable information on types
of failures, currently only available through the manual review process. This would
allow the two tiers described in Section 5.1.3 to be merged into a highly automated,
high performance system that would maximise the value of data gleaned from quality
assurance by LC-MS.
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Appendix A

Techniques and Components of
LC-MS Analysis

A.1 Liquid Chromatography (LC)

Separation by LC instrumentation has seen a number of technological advances, which
have increased both sensitivity, resolution and the speed of analysis. These improve-
ments have been achieved primarily by reducing the size of particles packed into the
column, reducing the inner diameter of the column itself and by applying a very high
pressure (10-20 kp.s.i.) to the system [QJL+06]. Whilst the use of high pressures
create additional technical challenges for creating robust automated LC systems, some
such ‘ultra-performance’ (UPLC) instruments are now commercially available, for ex-
ample the Waters ACQUITY™UPLC System (1.7 µm sized particles operating at >10
kp.s.i.). UPLC systems are capable of high resolution, sensitivity and peak capacity
and allow increased throughputs and good levels of integration. They are applica-
ble to both compound library identification and separation of complex mixtures for
metabolomics and biomarker analysis [CPL07]. All instrument configurations utilised
by CM include a liquid chromatography column.

A.2 Diode Array Detection (DAD)

DAD is a method of UV detection and is commonly used for determining purity of
compound libraries. Purity is defined as the percentage by weight of the expected
target compound in the sample and is calculated by comparing the area of an integrated
peak as a percentage of the total area of all integrated peaks in a UV chromatogram
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[YFIZ03]. All other substances detected are present as impurities. There are a number
of issues around the use of DAD. The purity is a percentage of the total detection by
UV. The method also assumes that all substances present are detectable by UV and
that the response of each substance is equal. Neither of these assumptions are correct
and support the idea that relying exclusively on one detection method is not advisable.
Despite these shortcomings, the speed and ease of use of DAD detectors make them
commonplace in HPLC-MS systems for purity determination [Süß99]. All instrument
configurations utilised by CM include a DAD to assess purity by UV absorbance.

A.3 Charged Aerosol Detector (CAD)

CAD can be used to complement, or as an alternative to, UV absorbance or evaporative
light scattering detection (ELSD). It is particularly useful for monitoring the concen-
tration of screening compounds in solution. The method has been shown to produce
direct quantitation of non-volatile compounds relative to a known standard and has also
been successfully integrated into a high-throughput workflow [SG09]. Similarly to UV
detection by DAD, CAD produces a chromatogram in which peaks are integrated. The
LC-MS system developed by CM includes the ability to provide quantitative measure-
ments of concentration. Substances of a known concentration are processed and stored
within the LC-MS database. Each such standard has a timestamp for when it was gen-
erated and the concentration measurement as determined by CAD for each analysis is
calibrated against the most recent standard on a given instrument.

A.4 Mass Spectrometry (MS)

MS is now a ubiquitous technique in drug discovery due to its speed and sensitivity
and the fact that it can be automated, allowing for high-throughput analysis [KYO03].
One use of MS is to measure the molecular mass (MW) of compounds via their mass
to charge ratios, but it can also be used to provide some structural information via
methods such as tandem MS (MS/MS) [CPL07].

MS works by determining the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio, represented as atomic
mass units (mu) per unit charge, which is plotted against ion abundance to create a
mass spectrum. The peaks on this spectrum show the relative abundances of the var-
ious components of the sample being analysed, or more accurately, the ions of these
components created during analysis. Spectra can be generated simultaneously for both
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ion modes (positive and negative) and the interpretation of these spectra can reveal in-
formation about the structural identity, purity and fragmentation of the sample being
analysed [GV03]. The basic components of a MS system are an ionisation source, a
mass analyser and a detector.

Analytes, the substance being analysed, are converted into gas-phase ions by one
of a number of ionisation techniques. Electrospray ionisation (ESI) involves pass-
ing a solubilised sample through a small capillary which is at a potential difference
to a counter electrode [GV03]. This electrostatic spray creates an aerosol of charged
droplets containing the analyte and the solvent. Analyte ions are freed from the sol-
vent and are sent to the mass analyser. The analyte ions are either positively charged
(protonation) or negatively charged (deprotonation) depending on their acid/base char-
acteristics. One of the main advantages of ESI is the ability to couple it with liquid
separation techniques, allowing each separate component eluted to be analysed using
MS. This provides fast and accurate analysis of even complex compounds however a
disadvantage of its flowing nature means some sample is wasted [GV03].

Atmospheric-pressure chemical ionisation (APCI) is an ionisation technique with
some similarities to ESI but involves the discharge of a corona from a very fine needle.
Rather than a voltage, a nebulizing gas and heat are used to ionise the analyte [GV03]
but the effect is still to produce the ions that are assayed by the MS system [Kor05].

All instruments utilised by CM include ESI ionisation but APCI is only available
on certain instruments.

A.5 Mass Analysers

Mass analysers fall into two general types; those that are optimised for accuracy and
those that provide precision/resolution. When the focus is compound identity, accuracy
of measurement is more important as the closer the measured mass is to the expected
mass, the greater the confidence of a correct identification. Resolution is more critical
in situations where there may be two ions with very similar masses as without high
resolution, the system may not distinguish between the two peaks and instead report
an average mass, which would be incorrect for both [GV03].

The Time-of-Flight (TOF) mass analysers measure differences in the velocity of
different ions. Theoretically, all ions are formed at the same time in the ion source.
They are then accelerated down a drift tube and reach the detector at different times,
depending on their velocities which are inversely related to the square root of mass.
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TOF detectors have well-defined start times, so are suitable for use with pulse ionisa-
tion methods such as Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) [GV03].

Sector analysers use both an electric and magnetic section to disperse ions accord-
ing to their m/z ratio and kinectic energy to charge ratio. Once separated, these ion
streams can then be focused onto the detector. Quadrupoles have been the most popu-
lar mass analyser for use with GC-MS and LC-MS due to their relatively low cost, ease
of automation and low energy usage. Quadrupoles achieve mass separation by means
of radio frequency (rf) voltages and direct current (DC) voltages applied to four rods.
The size of the quadrupole and the rf frequency are kept constant, so that ions of differ-
ent m/z can be sequentially allowed to reach the detector by increasing the magnitude
of the dc voltages [GV03]. All instruments utilised by CM include a quadrupole mass
analyser.
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LC-MS Data management system
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Figure B.1: Workflow Management System
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Figure B.2: Analysis review system
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Figure B.3: Search engine



Appendix C

Peak of Interest function

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION LCMSUSER.GET_SAMPLE_POI_V4 (this_rec in INTEGER)

RETURN NUMBER IS

cursor c is

select vgsp.peak_id

from v_glo_sample_peak_with_max vgsp

,glo_sample_record gsr

,glo_method gm

where gsr.record_id = vgsp.record_ref

and gm.method_id = gsr.method_ref

and vgsp.max_ms_purity >= gm.spectral_purity

and vgsp.record_ref = this_rec -- parameter

order by vgsp.percent_purity_uv desc nulls last

,vgsp.cad_peak_area desc nulls last;

tmpVar NUMBER;

BEGIN

open c;

fetch c into tmpVar;

close c;

RETURN tmpVar;

EXCEPTION

WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN

RETURN NULL;

WHEN OTHERS THEN

if (c%isopen) then

close c;

end if;

RAISE;

END GET_SAMPLE_POI_V4;

/
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Confidence measures for Random
Forest Models
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Figure D.1: Distribution of confidences for predictions by Random Forest (10 trees)
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J48 pruned tree
------------------

percent_purity_uv <= 78.71
| horz_max_ms <= 29.93: fail (248477.0/1245.0)
| horz_max_ms > 29.93
| | get_cad_percent <= 48.9
| | | percent_purity_uv <= 44.51: fail (23477.0/1148.0)
| | | percent_purity_uv > 44.51
| | | | get_closest_peak <= 0.04: pass (551.0/246.0)
| | | | get_closest_peak > 0.04: fail (2606.0/813.0)
| | get_cad_percent > 48.9
| | | get_cad_percent <= 80.8
| | | | get_closest_peak <= 0.6
| | | | | uv_peak_width <= 0.03
| | | | | | num_of_peaks <= 5
| | | | | | | retention_time <= 0.25: fail (626.0/246.0)
| | | | | | | retention_time > 0.25: pass (530.0/180.0)
| | | | | | num_of_peaks > 5: fail (518.0/120.0)
| | | | | uv_peak_width > 0.03: fail (3974.0/891.0)
| | | | get_closest_peak > 0.6: pass (678.0/307.0)
| | | get_cad_percent > 80.8
| | | | get_closest_peak <= 0.25
| | | | | retention_time <= 1.18: pass (515.0/71.0)
| | | | | retention_time > 1.18
| | | | | | horz_max_ms <= 82.98
| | | | | | | get_cad_percent <= 90.1: fail (524.0/203.0)
| | | | | | | get_cad_percent > 90.1: pass (635.0/282.0)
| | | | | | horz_max_ms > 82.98: pass (519.0/174.0)
| | | | get_closest_peak > 0.25: pass (1094.0/197.0)
percent_purity_uv > 78.71
| horz_max_ms <= 9.38: fail (8052.0/740.0)
| horz_max_ms > 9.38
| | percent_purity_uv <= 84.97
| | | get_cad_percent <= 87.1
| | | | percent_purity_uv <= 83.3: fail (1578.0/619.0)
| | | | percent_purity_uv > 83.3: pass (595.0/240.0)
| | | get_cad_percent > 87.1: pass (673.0/210.0)
| | percent_purity_uv > 84.97: pass (37622.0/711.0)

Number of Leaves : 19
Size of the tree : 37

Figure E.1: J48 Decision Tree output
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J48 (Bagging) pruned tree
------------------

percent_purity_uv <= 79.02
| horz_max_ms <= 28.38: fail (247179.0/1197.0)
| horz_max_ms > 28.38
| | get_cad_percent <= 46.8
| | | percent_purity_uv <= 45.67: fail (24223.0/1095.0)
| | | percent_purity_uv > 45.67
| | | | get_closest_peak <= 0.04: pass (516.0/220.0)
| | | | get_closest_peak > 0.04: fail (2368.0/745.0)
| | get_cad_percent > 46.8
| | | get_cad_percent <= 80.8
| | | | get_closest_peak <= 0.71
| | | | | uv_peak_width <= 0.03
| | | | | | num_of_peaks <= 5
| | | | | | | retention_time <= 0.31: fail (844.0/304.0)
| | | | | | | retention_time > 0.31: pass (543.0/181.0)
| | | | | | num_of_peaks > 5: fail (604.0/128.0)
| | | | | uv_peak_width > 0.03: fail (4379.0/993.0)
| | | | get_closest_peak > 0.71: pass (606.0/255.0)
| | | get_cad_percent > 80.8
| | | | get_closest_peak <= 0.22
| | | | | retention_time <= 1.02: pass (504.0/62.0)
| | | | | retention_time > 1.02
| | | | | | horz_max_ms <= 83
| | | | | | | retention_time <= 1.86: pass (526.0/236.0)
| | | | | | | retention_time > 1.86: fail (734.0/299.0)
| | | | | | horz_max_ms > 83: pass (508.0/178.0)
| | | | get_closest_peak > 0.22: pass (1233.0/223.0)
percent_purity_uv > 79.02
| horz_max_ms <= 8.17: fail (7902.0/665.0)
| horz_max_ms > 8.17
| | percent_purity_uv <= 84.97
| | | get_cad_percent <= 86.7
| | | | percent_purity_uv <= 83.22: fail (1442.0/563.0)
| | | | percent_purity_uv > 83.22: pass (619.0/253.0)
| | | get_cad_percent > 86.7: pass (681.0/220.0)
| | percent_purity_uv > 84.97: pass (37833.0/786.0)

Number of Leaves : 19
Size of the tree : 37

Figure E.2: J48 Bagging Decision Tree output (example from 10 trees in ensemble)
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REPTree
============

percent_purity_uv < 79.02
| horz_max_ms < 29.97 : fail (248568/1180) [124162/670]
| horz_max_ms >= 29.97
| | get_cad_percent < 46.85 : fail (25930/2095) [13202/1067]
| | get_cad_percent >= 46.85
| | | get_cad_percent < 81.05
| | | | uv_peak_height < 1112645
| | | | | retention_time < 0.38 : fail (1441/478) [693/228]
| | | | | retention_time >= 0.38 : pass (1187/490) [607/281]
| | | | uv_peak_height >= 1112645 : fail (4239/994) [2149/457]
| | | get_cad_percent >= 81.05 : pass (3304/1035) [1663/554]
percent_purity_uv >= 79.02
| horz_max_ms < 8.93 : fail (8064/712) [3951/396]
| horz_max_ms >= 8.93
| | percent_purity_uv < 85
| | | get_cad_percent < 87.25 : fail (2142/976) [993/450]
| | | get_cad_percent >= 87.25 : pass (643/201) [335/101]
| | percent_purity_uv >= 85 : pass (37725/749) [18867/395]

Size of the tree : 19

Figure E.3: REPTree output


